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This is the third “Black Perspective” monograph for the Howard University School of Social Work and the E. Franklin Frazier Center. Our faculty, alumni and students address the three pandemics that are converging in society—racism, poverty, and health disparities. This monograph specifically focuses on the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic and mental health of African Americans. The statistics of disparities associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, while troubling, are not shocking because of our painful awareness of the health equity issues that are pervasive in the United States. The Howard University School of Social Work’s Black Perspective provides important context for the monograph articles.

The Black Perspective developed in the 1970s is the undergirding philosophy of social work education at Howard University. Some have challenged its contemporary relevance. Yet today, the six principles of affirmation, strengths, diversity, vivification, social justice and internationalization serve as an academic bellwether of the enduring need to address social injustices that find fertile ground in the United States. Given today’s heightened attention to racism and its generative pain, some would say that we were ahead of our time in ensuring that being Howard-prepared including a deeper understanding of culture—but at Howard we simply affirm that progress does not mean our work is done. We have always recognized that Black Lives Matter and our 85 years of social work education has included this awareness.

The authors have centered their attention on substantive areas that intersect with the pandemic. As they were developing their narratives, yet another crisis emerged in our country—the terror experienced by Mr. George Floyd that resulted in his death. As the images of him being tortured were displayed by media, we collectively sobbed and sought a place to vent our raw emotions. Some of these emotions are also vividly captured by the monograph authors. Additionally, the featured artists have also captured emotions and feelings in their contributions.

As you read the articles, I hope that you will gain a greater understanding of mental health and the African American community. Additionally, you will be exposed to the underlying pain that accompanies the contributors. Equally important, I hope that you see the advocacy for change and the recommendations that point the way forward.

Sandra Edmonds Crewe, Ph.D., MSW, ACSW
Dean and Professor of Social Work
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The voice of Howard University’s, School of Social Work, faculty and students are represented in this very important monograph addressing the COVID-19 pandemic. Along with COVID-19, this monograph tackles other social problems that have reached pandemic levels. One such pandemic is insidious racism which has permanented the U.S. since 1619. The COVID-19 and racism pandemics intersect because the public health crisis of COVID-19 elucidates the disproportionate number of African American/Blacks affected by systemic and structural racism in health care and mental health systems. Similarly, structural and systemic racism is a major factor in social determinants of health that directly impact morbidity and mortality. This monograph centers on the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on physical and mental health needs of African Americans. The implications for African American are that the physical/mental health needs of African Americans are often overlooked, and the U.S. has neglected the needs of the African American community.

The articles represented in this monograph address some aspect of mental health and health attending to pertinent issues such as health disparities, poverty, loss & grief, and privilege; special populations are discussed that include older adults, women, adolescents, families, South Africans; and at-risk environments nursing homes, correction facilities, and employment. Recommendations are made to support the needs of African Americans and emphasizes social justice exploring interventions such as canine therapy during this uncertain time. The monograph includes commentary articles. The first commentary is by Dr. Ruby M. Gourdine whose article “Why I Am Not Surprised: COVID-19 Impacts African American Disproportionally? leads and sets the tenor of the monograph. The others are included in the concluding section of the monograph. The editors sought to expand all voices by including accomplished academics, first time authors, and students. As such some of the articles are personal and others are more academic in presentation. All voices are important.
This monograph is Howard University’s School of Social Work response to the COVID-19 pandemic and its various stages. Ironically, the news and social media depicts peaceful protest (and some rioting), by African Americans, against rules or guidance set forth by the Center for Disease Control (CDC) states and local government, and law enforcement. This is reminiscent of Colin Kaepernick’s peaceful protest of kneeling and mainstream’s silencing response and ridicule of a person demonstrating their rights as a U.S. citizen. The national protests are in support of George Floyd’s death and his pleading “I can’t breathe” and countering responses that “all lives matter” when “all lives” are not being murdered by law enforcement. Perhaps it is misinformation about the pandemics of COVID-19 and racism that confuses mainstream citizens or the refusal to acknowledge the need to maintain privilege, power, and status that has these Americans up in arms. African Americans and allies are interpreting the rules meant to protect society with concern along with being unfairly policed.

Fowers and Wen (June 13, 2020) write in the Washington Post that that depression for Blacks spiked after George Floyd’s death. Floyd was seen being murdered by a white policeman who kneed him in the neck for almost 9 minutes. This scene erupted in national wide protest that occurred at the same time people were experiencing stress related to for COVID-19. Imagine the emotional distress felt by Blacks when they organize peaceful protests supposedly protected by the Constitution (albeit a few outliers and/or infiltrators posed to make it seem that the protesters were violent terrorists). The police and the military were dispatched for those protests. This was juxtaposed by White citizens carrying weapons going to state government buildings to demand that the restive measures put in place to protect the citizenry be overruled. At these events, the police presence was minimal, and no military forces were called to protect the politicians and legislators. It is these contradictions that cause stress that can lead to depression and anxiety in the Black community.

Furthermore, there is a lot of focus on Black parents having the “talk” with their children in an effort to protect them from the police if stopped while living while Black (Whitaker & Snell 2016). In addition, Black men who wear protective COVID-19 masks are perceived as dangerous and may be confronted by police. So even when following the rules, they are singled out as the exception and potentially dangerous.

This monograph incorporates the Howard University School of Social Work’s, guiding philosophy of the Black Perspective which guides our social work education (see back panel for a list of the principles). The Black Perspective is applied to student academics, faculty scholarship, and how the School approaches micro, mezzo, and macro practice. This is the third monograph in the series on the Black Perspective.

The titles of the others are:

**Poverty: Research & Reflections from the Black Perspective (2016).** Tracy R. Whitaker, DSW and Jeanni N. Simpson, M.Ed., MSW (Eds.). Howard University School of Social Work & the E. Franklin Frazier Center for Social Work Research

Howard University’s legacy has promoted social justice and a sensitivity to the needs of the Black community in particular. While our focus has been on African Americans and those who are oppressed in the diaspora, we know all too well that when African Americans are well society as a whole does well. It is especially true at this time that our voices at the school of social work be heard and have an impact on our current situation. However, we do not intend just to talk as our history dictates that we also act – in the best interest of our communities. So, this monograph is a living legacy that we will spread the word and act upon what will promote the mental and physical health in our communities and to reduce the disparities that we as a people experience.

This monograph is a product of the E. Franklin Frazier Center. Howard University School of Social Works extends a special thanks to its international partners the University of the Western Cape. Also, we thank, Ms. Shavon Minter for her work in designing cover and divisions between the articles Ms. Shanell Kitt, MSW for her design which is included in the monograph after the table of contents, Ms. Layanne Abu-Bader whose artwork closes out this important publication, and we acknowledge our editor Vivian Spencer, PhD. Further, Howard University School of Social Work’s Dean Sandra E. Crewe creates opportunities for faculty and students and demonstrates this through her leadership, guidance and support for this monograph. The editors would like to thank the Howard University School of Social Work faculty, students, and staff as they certainly responded in earnest to make this monograph feasible.
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Why I Am Not Surprised:
COVID-19 Impacts
African American Disproportionately

Ruby M. Gourdine, DSW, LICSW, LCSW

Commentary

The social determinants of health are evident in the Black Community. On almost all of the social determinants that impact health, rarely are Blacks on the positive side of the discussion. Nevertheless, when something like the pandemic occurs, and statistics indicate who is most affected, we learn how disproportionately adverse outcomes are attributed to the Black Community. Throughout US history, this has been true. Poor housing, education, health care, and employment are just a few systems that negatively impact the Black Community. This commentary will consider how being on the negative side of what is assumed to be American rights can affect mental health in the Black Community. Structural racism and systemic inequalities are evident in acknowledging these disparities.

As I considered how to approach the pandemic on the Black Community, I reacted to the news, both visual and print, and how they reported the effect it had on the African American/Black Community. Of course, the first thing they talked about was the vulnerability of the Black Community because of overall poor health, such as diabetes, high blood pressure, and other related illnesses. The news also sounded shocked about the outcome. I was stunned at their surprise because the circumstances experienced by the Black Community are not secret; they are published in health-related journals and other publications on a reasonably consistent basis.

Additionally, the advice was that people were to self-isolate or maintain a safe distance; and businesses, as well as schools, were to be closed. We were told to shut down, except for essential services/work. Vital workers, including medical personnel, were primarily Black workers who were in these crucial positions. They also included grocery store workers, bus drivers, and those working in the warehouses. Spike Lee, the movie mogul, stated in the news that during this pandemic, we found out who runs the country! Had it not been for these services, we would not be able to get food delivered, be able to eat, or have transportation.

In the beginning, the messages were inconsistent and puzzling. We were told about the virus later than expected. We were told that young people were not at risk, just the elderly. Further, we were instructed to sanitize and wash hands frequently as a precaution. Later we were told that we needed to wear face masks, but some people were also buying disposable gloves, which was contradicted in later instructions. We were advised not to wear the gloves, and Black men wearing masks were at risk due to being regarded as threatening.

Addingoingly, it was assumed that these items were readily available to all, but not necessarily if they were the impoverished and the working poor. The essential items were even scarce for people with resources due to being and overpriced. Grocery stores were practically empty of
necessities, let alone healthy foods. People lost jobs and had to wait for inadequate resource benefits to help pay for rent and other necessities.

Our lives changed dramatically within a short period of time. Additionally, there were concerns that medical care was elusive for many Blacks because insurance coverage was inadequate, or none was available. The testing for the virus was initially by the doctor's referral only. Even when some people showed up for treatment because they believed they had symptoms but did not have a fever, they were turned away, even when they had other severe symptoms such as deep coughs, aches, and pains. As time went on, the expanded symptoms included loss of smell and taste, as well as blisters on feet, among others. Imagine the confusion the community felt with these contradictory statements.

In the midst of this, we faced another enduring pandemic, and that is racism. This pandemic is so crucial that those protesting police violence against Blacks and participating with the Black Lives Matter movement joined mass protests, even when social distancing was recommended. Visual and printed evidence of this racial pandemic spread across the United States and reached all parts of the world just as the virus had.

We had two pandemics, and the protesters were so committed they placed themselves in peril because freedom and equality are as important as safety from illness. Protests about the stay at home directives were led mainly by Whites who wanted to return to work. And one wonders if the motivation for these protests was because Black and Latin communities were more at risk than other racial groups. Those who were afraid of losing businesses and jobs highlighted the looming problem of the collapsing economy. After witnessing the murder of Mr. George Floyd, a Black man who was murdered by a White policeman, there has been a multicultural response of protesters seeking racial justice for Black people. What is particularly noteworthy is that it is a youth movement. Some high school students are organizing massive marches as they view an America that they desire and see themselves as being able to craft.

So, one might ask, “What does this have to do with COVID-19 and mental health during a pandemic?” Well, a great deal. Who would imagine that in the space of a few months we are locked in our houses, unable to move around at will, have limited opportunity for worship in physical churches, be unable to visit family members, or carry out care-taking duties to assist elderly or ill relatives. We have seen people lose their jobs, hence take a loss of insurance/health coverage and camaraderie. They are isolated and may suffer from anxiety and depression. The uncertainty of the future can exacerbate these feelings. These situations cause concern for mental health providers.

Why am I not surprised? It makes sense that when we hear about the adverse conditions in the Black Community that we understand that there are so many structural and systemic barriers to not only equal access to health in particular, but also to life in general. The Black Community may resist access to mental health services, as it would be one more social determinant of health in which they are already overrepresented. There are insurmountable barriers to overcome, and this causes problems for many African Americans.

An example is provided in the statement below by Ella Baker (1964), a Civil Rights activist:
"Until the killing of Black men, Black mothers’ sons, becomes as important to the rest of the country as the killing of a White mother's sons, we who believe in freedom cannot rest until this happens."

This quote from Ella Baker represents the reason that those in the Black Community resist mental health treatment . . . because they are treated less than Whites in America. The twin pandemics of health disparities and racist systems are so apparent. Why are we surprised?
Meeting the Behavioral Health Needs of African American Extended Families During the COVID-19 Pandemic

Jacqueline Smith, Ph.D., MSW. M.A.

Abstract

Scholars of the Black Family have long argued that the extended family has provided support for African Americans experiencing social injustice and discrimination in the larger society. Families, particularly extended families, play a critical role in linking individuals with broader social networks and communities. Given this vital role in African American communities, it is critical to identify the role that behavioral health interventions can play in coping with COVID-19 related trauma for African Americans living in extended families. This article will describe the impact of COVID-19 on African Americans, the prevalence of African American extended families, the advantages and disadvantages of membership in extended families in marginalized communities experiencing COVID-19, and the mental health tools (e.g. mindfulness) that behavioral health care providers can provide to African American families experiencing the traumas associated with the Pandemic.

---

The Impact of COVID on African Americans

The number of deaths from COVID-19 is staggering, but particularly impactful, because the deaths have occurred in a relatively short period of time and across a wide geographical area. Social justice advocates in all spheres of political and social life need data to improve the well-being of Blacks and Browns in marginalized, medically underserved communities. Democratic lawmakers called on Health and Human Services Secretary, the CDC, and other federal agencies to release COVID-19 race/ethnicity data. Similarly, the American Medical Association, joined by six other professional organizations, called on Health and Human Services Secretary to release COVID-19 race/ethnicity data (American Medical Association, 2020). Additionally, in April, when the CDC began including race/ethnicity data in its Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR), the devastating effect of the virus on African American mortality was visible. Race/ethnicity data now appear in the CDC Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report, but a considerable number of states are not reporting data. Thus, some data reports are likely to underestimate the Pandemic’s tsunamic effects on African Americans.

Data reports show that racial disparities in COVID related deaths are visible. In Louisiana, 70% of deaths have occurred among Black persons, who represented 32% of the state’s population (Yancy, 2020). A pattern of racial disparities in COVID -19 related deaths is evident in both state and city-level data. Sneed, Bailey, and Johnson-Lawrence (2018), in a review of Michigan’s Department of Health and Human Services data, pointed out that despite making up only 13% of Michigan’s population, African Americans accounted for 32% of confirmed COVID-19 cases and 41% of pandemic related-deaths. In Michigan’s primarily African American communities,
more than 10% of COVID-19 cases ended in death (Sneed et al., 2018, Michigan Department of Health and Human Services, 2020). In Chicago, African Americans make up 30% of the population but 68% of the COVID-19 deaths (Reyes, Husain, Gutowski, Clai, & Pratt, 2020). In Louisiana, Mahajan and Larkins-Pettigrew found a positive correlation between the percentage of confirmed diagnoses of and mortality and race (Mahajan & Larkins-Pettigrew, 2020). Furthermore, for multiple states, the reported COVID-NET data show that when age is adjusted, the hospitalization rate per 100,000 persons in the population is 178.1 for non-Hispanic Blacks vs. 40.1 for non-Hispanic Whites.

Study investigators have enhanced the generalizability of findings of national COVID related deaths by examining data at the county level. While national data gives the big picture, healthcare services are provided at the state, county, and municipal levels. There can be a great deal of variability between counties and cities within the same state. A team of scientists from the Rollins School of Public Health at Emory, Johns Hopkins University Bloomberg School of Public Health, the University of Mississippi Medical Center and Georgetown University's O'Neill Institute for National and Global Health Law worked with amfAR, the AIDS research non-profit, and Seattle's Center for Vaccine Innovation and Access, PATH, to analyze COVID-19 cases and deaths using county-level comparisons. Black Americans represent 13.4% of the American population (U.S. Census). The team compared counties (N=3,100) with a disproportionate number of Black residents -- those with a population of 13% or more -- with those of lower numbers of African American residents ("Black communities account for a disproportionate number of COVID-19 deaths in the U.S.,” 2020)

Study investigators ("Black communities account for a disproportionate number of COVID-19 deaths in the U.S.," 2020) compared counties with a disproportionate number of Black residents -- those with a population of 13% or more those with lower numbers of African American residents. The African American populations ranged from 13% of the county total to over 87%. In this unpublished study, investigators reported that counties with higher populations of Black residents accounted for 52% of coronavirus diagnoses and 58% of COVID-19 deaths nationally.

Investigators reported, "COVID-19 deaths were higher in disproportionately Black rural and small metro counties," and that counties with higher Black populations account for more than half of all Covid-19 cases as well as almost 60% of deaths.

The team concluded, "Structural factors including health care access, the density of households, unemployment, pervasive discrimination, and others drive these disparities, not intrinsic characteristics of Black communities or individual-level factors” ("Black communities account for a disproportionate number of COVID -19 deaths in the U.S.," 2020)

Prevalence of Extended Families in African American Communities

The family is a critical structure that serves as a gateway to health and well-being. Scholars of the Black family have observed that the structure of the family is more complicated for many African Americans than the simple nuclear family (Hays & Mindel, 1973). African Americans
extend and maintain intensive contact and interaction with kin outside of the nuclear family. These intensive, extensive contacts are known as the extended family.

Extended families take many forms and are much more complex structurally than nuclear families. An extended family may take the form of multi-generational family members living in the same household with children present, or a combination of family members (married couple, single parent, aunts, cousins, uncles) residing together without children of any age. However, estimates of the prevalence of extended kinship families are inconsistent because of variations in measuring this complex family form (Manning, Brown, & Stykes, 2014).

Even though children do not have to be present for groups to be categorized as a family, frequently published estimates of the prevalence of the extended family are based on households' estimates with children. Some researchers look at multi-generational households or households with blended families with multiple marriages, and very few examine homes with fictive kin.

Stewart points out that what looks like a single parent from a Western European perspective may be a parent who has been incorporated without stigma into a kin network that is part of a larger extended family system (Stewart, 2007, p. 165). Minority and low-income children are more likely to be members of extended families. Cross (2018) using SIPP and PSID data for the 1988-2013 period, reports that African American children living in extended family households were quite common. Cross (2018) also estimated that 57% of African American children had "ever lived" in an extended family for that period. Furthermore, there were only slight differences in whether children had ever lived with a grandparent or an aunt/uncle (39% vs. 34%).

Advantages and Disadvantages of Extended Families for the Health of African Americans

Studies have demonstrated that the pooling of resources in extended families can be beneficial for family members (Pilkauskas, Garfinkel, & McLanahan, 2014). Studies have also reported the beneficial effects of kinship networks' instrumental and social support on mental health. For African Americans, ties with family members can serve as a form of protection against or as a risk factor for mental health outcomes (e.g., depression) (Taylor, Chae, Lincoln, & Chatters, 2015). The provision of social and emotional support provided by the extended family can serve as a form of protection against depressive symptoms and psychological distress (Taylor et al., 2015).

However, findings from Taylor et al. (2015) also demonstrate that negative family member interactions (e.g., excessive demands, criticisms, negative interaction with family) are associated with depressive symptoms and psychological distress (Taylor et al., 2015). The size of extended families can also pose risks for family members. Even though pooling resources for economic survival may be beneficial, increasing the numbers of family members beyond the nuclear family of two parents and two children may place extended families at risk for poor or substandard housing. For example, apartments with more than two bedrooms are relatively expensive. Not surprisingly, some extended families "crowd" into units too small for the family because they cannot afford the larger spaces. Sometimes, the affordable areas are affordable only because the housing unit is run down, of poor quality, or located in a relatively undesirable, geographically
desirable location. Poor, run-down housing can pose risks for the physical health of family members. Early studies found that overcrowding has also been associated with poor social relationships in the home and poor mental health (Gove, Hughes, & Galle, 1979)

**Impact of COVID-19 on African Americans and African American Extended Families**

Before the Pandemic when people who had the “privilege” of stable employment were absent from work, they were noticed. They were missed. Before the Pandemic when family and friends died, the passing or homecoming was marked by a wake, prayers and emotional displays by those who grieved. Without a funeral, without a repast, the beautiful visible strength offered by family and friends is less visible socially. Before the Pandemic, relationships with classmates occupied time and space in one’s everyday life. Now with persons no longer visible, because they must be socially distant or because they slipped away rather than have a homecoming, what will happen to African American families when they are no longer publicly visible at work, school, or even in some instances the church, because of social distancing, and the unexpected rates of death levels.

African Americans have been traumatized by COVID-19. Black and Hispanic adults are much more likely than White adults to express high levels of concern over whether they will get the Coronavirus or transmit it to others. Indeed, African Americans are more likely than Whites to be employed in service occupations rather than in jobs that allow them to safely quarantine by working at home. About a quarter of Black adults (27%) say they know someone who has been hospitalized or died due to having the Coronavirus. Still, about one-in-ten White (13%) and Hispanic (13%) adults say they know someone who has been severely affected by COVID-19 (PEW Research Center, 2020). Among Black Americans, nearly six-in-ten (59%) are at least “somewhat concerned” about this, including about a third (31%) who are concerned (PEW Research Center, 2020). By comparison, about half of White adults (51%) express some concern about the possibility of hospitalization as a result of COVID-19, with just 18% reporting being “very concerned” (PEW Research Center, 2020). There are similar racial and ethnic differences in concerns about the possibility of unknowingly being a vector for the Coronavirus (PEW Research Center, 2020).

Because of the epidemic levels of death resulting from COVID-19, many African Americans will likely experience grief and some degree of trauma associated with the losses that occur during the Pandemic. As millions of African Americans die because of the Coronavirus, families have experienced grief that accompanies the loss of a grandmother, a father, a sister, or a friend. The harmful impact of COVID-19 is particularly evident when infection, as well as death and fatality rates, are compared across racial and ethnic groups. In a study of 16 states, investigators found that African Americans are almost three times as likely to be infected than Whites (Anyane-Yeboa, Sato, & Sakuraba, 2020). In that same study, the death rate for African Americans was 45 per million for African Americans vs. 24 percent for Whites. Current thinking is that the social determinants that contribute to disparities in other health outcomes also determine the rates of infection and death for COVID 19 (Abrams & Szefler, 2020).
For many African Americans, trauma is not only triggered by grief and loss because of COVID-19, but trauma is repeatedly triggered by discriminatory practices that occur across many spheres of social life (e.g. employment, criminal justice system, etc.). For example, a police officer's video of the murder of George Lloyd went viral on social media and was shown repeatedly on national news shows. For some African Americans, each showing of Mr. Lloyd’s murder retriggered racial trauma and possibly enhanced mistrust of authorities.

When infectious illness is epidemic, death is not just a personal, private problem of individuals. When deaths reach epidemic levels, the trauma of death, dying and surviving grief and loss is also a family, community, and collective problem. At the time of the loss, the family taps into the community’s resiliency via funerals, wakes, and homecoming ceremonies. When discriminatory practices are experienced by African Americans and vicariously experienced by other African Americans, individual African Americans tap into the community resiliency via public demonstrations that connect them with others who also protest the injustice.

Unfortunately, the comfort of social connectedness has been disrupted when there is heightened awareness of dying, ever-growing anxieties about surviving in every sphere of social life, and socially distancing from other people. Social distancing means that people cannot reaffirm who they are by connecting with others. I can see you, but I cannot touch you. If I touch you, I must negate the touch. If I come "too close," I must display a physical barrier, like a mask that protects you from me. Social distancing also means that I cannot reaffirm who I am by connecting to places. Schools are closed; churches are not allowed to congregate.

**Mindfulness: A Response to COVID-19 Trauma**

For African Americans, particularly those in marginalized medically underserved communities, historical and racial trauma, as well as discrimination in multiple social spheres, may enhance distrust and suspicion of health systems and behavioral health services (Sneed, Key, Bailey, & Johnson-Lawrence, 2020), for which there was only a weak connection before the Pandemic. The mistrust of existing systems blocks the engagement of residents of medically underserved communities with mental health services and the treatment of persons in those communities.

To meet the needs of African Americans, behavioral health care systems at the local and state levels may have to shift the overall strategies used to engage persons for treatment. COVID-19, via social distancing and quarantine procedures, has defined and isolated households and families within households. Sneed et al. (2020) suggest a multilevel community approach that acknowledges racial disparities and discrimination, led by culturally sensitive professionals skilled in helping people maneuver trauma, grief, and loss. Instead of targeting individuals on a case-by-case basis, health care providers might seek out family households to engage the members of the extended family in disseminating relevant disease-related information and coping with stress.
There are multiple models of trauma-informed therapy. For example, a trauma-informed cognitive model emphasizes patients/clients developing an understanding of self and past experiences by telling the story of the traumatizing event.

Even though traditional treatment might prove effective in reducing stress and anxiety in a medically underserved community, distrust and fear of health care providers may result in persons not accessing treatment available. Built on resiliency, mindfulness is a therapeutic intervention that may hold promise. The theoretical foundation for mindfulness can be found both in cognitive theory as well as in somatic theories.

The Trauma Resiliency Model (TRM) is a body-based therapy and relies on sensory awareness for emotional regulation. TRM is a bottom-down therapeutic technique that focuses on maximizing the patient's control and self-regulation through biologically based skills (Grabbe & Miller-Karas, 2018). This therapeutic practice theory is based on the premise that during a traumatic experience, when a fight or flight response to danger is not completed, the body's autonomic nervous system is dysregulated, and neutral physical sensations that underlie the traumatizing experience are not available or have awareness by their clients (Grabbe & Miller-Karas, 2018). The therapist helps the client recover a mindful awareness of a traumatizing event to complete defensive responses not completed at the time of the trauma. At each phase of recovery, the autonomic nervous system released energy.

Because of the isolating social experiences of extended families during the Pandemic, the therapist may best be able to engage families, rather than single persons. Some of the techniques are so popular that apps for cell phones and televisions can be used as aids. Mainly, extended families in overcrowded housing may find the techniques of mindfulness effective because the techniques emphasize being in the moment and regulation of self.

In conclusion the approaches and strategies used to respond to the needs of African American families may need to be customized to be fully responsive to sociocultural institutions and physical and social environments of African Americans. Therapeutic interventions like mindfulness may hold promise for being more appropriate for those African Americans families living in overcrowded conditions. Other strategies, traditionally used to conduct public health campaigns, also are likely to need “cultural customization” in order to educate African American families on how to translate preventive health behaviors like “safe distancing” in crowded conditions.
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COVID-19 and Training of Future Social Work Providers of Care from the Lens of "The Black Perspective."
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Abstract

The coronavirus's global pandemic, COVID-19, has a substantial disruptive impact on society, posing significant challenges to the provision of physical and mental health services in a time of crisis. This crisis is carrying an increased burden on both physical and mental healthcare. The psychological reactions, as well as behavioral and mental health challenges, may translate into a spectrum of psychiatric symptomatology. The symptoms manifesting are noted in anxiety, depression, substance abuse, and the exacerbation of underlying psychiatric disorders that may have been dormant until triggered by the trauma associated with the crisis (Pfefferbaum, & North, 2020). This emerging psychological distress triggered by feelings of alarm, fear, loss (both personal and economic), social and emotional isolation, as well as insecurity manifests in individuals and communities. These psychological symptoms are well known risk factors for the emergence of psychiatric disorders.

~ ~ ~

This pandemic has hit the African American and minority communities like a Tsunami. African Americans are at a particularly higher risk for contracting the COVID-19 virus. The medical risk factors that predispose them to this disease are diabetes, cardiovascular disease, asthma, HIV, morbid obesity, liver disease, and kidney disease (Yancy, 2020). They experience the highest adjusted rates of hospitalizations and death (Bibbins-Domingo, 2020). Taken by death daily, scores of African Americans experience profound grief and mental distress associated with the loss of family members and other significant personal relationships. Those living in marginalized communities experience a disproportionate impact. The virus magnifies inequality by disproportionately affecting the African American and other minority communities daily.

This viral event's toxicity has highlighted the anxiety African Americans are experiencing due to the increased likelihood of their exposure to the virus. Many are in public-facing jobs and are on the service industry's frontlines, magnifying the risk of exposure to the virus with increased susceptibility to severe consequences of the infection (Usher, Durkin, & Bhullar, 2020). In marginalized communities, they are more likely to be exposed to the virus, but there is also an issue of the lack of health care access. When attempts have been made for testing and evaluation, Blacks have been turned away and denied testing (Shamus, 2020; Eligion & Burch, 2020). Also, those in marginalized communities are living in urban environments where they live in crowded conditions. Some are physically and emotionally arrested, thereby not being able to function, eat or sleep. Irritability is on the rise. Depressive episodes present because of the response to social and physical distancing, as well as the uncertainty about their future well-being. Concerns manifest regarding their health, family, and community. For economic reasons, they may experience a deficiency in the distribution of medical necessities, such as face masks, hand sanitizers, etc. needed to exercise safety precautions to protect themselves from exposure to the
virus. There are myriad physical and behavioral health needs of African Americans and other communities of color.

These communities already live with a multitude of disparities, including economic crises. Many of these persons have lost their jobs, or their jobs have been closed or eliminated as a result of the pandemic with no evidence of prospects for returning to work. Individuals experience access barriers to resources for medical care, and many live in medically underserved communities where there are significant provider shortages challenging the ability to meet both the primary care and the behavioral health needs of individuals in these communities. Providing behavioral health and medical care for the underserved is a complex and long-standing problem in this country. More than 96 million people lived in Medically Underserved Areas (Health Resources & Service Administration, 2019). Medically underserved communities lack sufficient numbers of health care professionals or are areas where obtaining care is difficult because of economic circumstances (Bingham et al., 2018). There are a substantial number of underserved populations living in urban areas. These communities have a high percentage of medically indigent and minority patients.

More than ever, a behavioral health workforce is needed to respond to these communities’ urgent needs. Behavioral and mental health are integral components of overall health; there is a continuum between wellness and illness. A complex set of biopsychosocial factors influences behavioral and mental health associated with the welfare and developmental process. The needs for mental and behavioral health services are not now adequately met nationally, and in the decade ahead will require an approximate doubling of the current level of behavioral health professionals (Karel, Gatz & Smyer, 2012). The impact of COVID-19 has only served to escalate this need. The needs for mental and behavioral health services are currently unmet and quite possibly, soon, will require a tripling of the current level of behavioral health providers who are culturally sensitive, attuned to the complexity of needs and are committed to stay in clinical practice in these communities. Life as a consumer in these communities is incongruent, given the scarcity and discontinuity in service provision. Nonetheless, consumers in need of behavioral health and psychiatric services are precluded from individual choice, which often prompts consumers to terminate services prematurely. Consumers must feel a sense of trust and understanding from service providers.

Our communities are faced with an urgency of now. We must respond to the multiple needs of our consumers/clients brought on by the pandemic virus. At the Howard University School of Social Work, the emphasis is placed on the development and preparation of African Americans service providers to better respond to their communities' needs by establishing and nurturing trust and partnerships within marginalized communities. The clinical training offered at the School of Social Work prepares students to practice in these communities, with particular sensitivity to oppressed and marginalized persons' experiences.

The students are trained to emphasize the greater importance of integrative practice that allows for the examination of both mental and primary health care. The Howard University School of Social Work utilizes six guiding principles of the Black Perspective: affirmation, strengths, diversity, vivification, social justice, and internationalization. Students are engaged in essential critical thinking from this lens when assessing and planning the process for clinical intervention.
The Principles of the Black Perspective are woven into the training and become the foundation to understanding the complexity of the intersection of the individual contextual lens and the biopsychosocial issues that present with the consumers/clients. These future clinicians are trained to support the consumer with understanding their concerns and challenges presented in the therapeutic encounter. It is the context of the client’s vital personal experiences; herein lies the central importance of considering these principles. Students are sensitive to the need to address and support the client and examine how each of these principles intersects and can help their clients' lives and communities.

The Behavioral Health Workforce Education and Training program (BHWET) is a Howard University School of Social Work initiative funded by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) designed to train HUSSW students to practice in medically underserved communities. The Black Perspective is grounded and integrated in the pedagogy of the BHWET curriculum that has taught approximately 80 MSW students for three years. These students have been prepared to practice from the lens of the Black perspective.
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The Impact of COVID-19 on Mental Health Disparities in the Black Community
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Abstract

It has been well established that both historical and structural racism have served as the architect of health inequities among African American communities. The COVID-19 pandemic's impact demonstrates how low-income African American communities are excluded from technological innovations to address mental health and substance as a result of the digital divide. The ramifications of COVID-19 have increased the complexities of addressing and treating mental health and substance abuse disorders. Factors contributing to these ongoing disparities in mental health status and services and significantly exacerbated by the impact of COVID will be explored.

~ ~ ~ ~

The Impact of COVID-19 on Mental Health Disparities in the Black Community

It has been well established that historical and structural racism have served as the architect of health inequities among African American communities. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic demonstrates how underserved African American communities lag far behind in resources and preparedness to reduce the spread of this unforeseen virus and meet the ongoing challenges of access to services and treatment for mental health disorders. The impact of COVID-19 in the African American community has added to the complexities of addressing and treating mental health disorders, highlighted awareness of the digital divide for telehealth care, and acts as a reminder of the structural barriers that impose limitations on access and equity for mental health services.

Before the onset of COVID-19, it was widely known that African Americans experienced inequities in mental health care and treatment access. These inequities are rooted in there being a lack of public support for health infrastructures that would allow African Americans to heal in place. African Americans have a higher risk of mental health and psychological distress due to challenges in obtaining affordable housing, high rates of unemployment, limited access to primary care and hospitals, and the shortage of available behavioral health services within communities.

According to Cigna, African Americans are 20% more likely to report psychological distress than White Americans (Cigna, 2016) but experience lower rates of outpatient mental health care and prescription medication services (American Psychiatry Association, 2017). These related stressors also lead to African Americans experiencing more severe and longer-lasting effects of mental health symptoms and diagnoses in comparison to those of White Americans, leading to higher
rates of inpatient and emergency room mental health treatment (American Psychiatry Association, 2017). Moreover, when African Americans receive mental health treatment, they are reported to experience marginalization and discrimination as a result of provider bias (American Psychiatric Association, 2017) further adding to their increased rates of psychological distress.

COVID-19 has dramatically exacerbated the pre-existing disparities and conditions in the African American community relating to mental health and psychological distress, and according to the CDC, deaths among Black Americans from COVID-19 (92.3 per 100,00) are substantially higher than those of White Americans (45.2 per 100,000) (2020) (CDC, 2020). Higher death rates are being attributed to more impoverished living conditions, underlying health conditions, and working conditions within essential jobs. Low-income African Americans are more prone to live in densely populated households and communities, making social distancing efforts difficult. Additionally, lower-income African Americans also tend to reside in areas that are prone to food and healthcare deserts, making it difficult to receive adequate healthcare treatment and human necessities without going far from home. Working conditions are equally challenging because African Americans are more likely to hold essential positions than White Americans and have less opportunity to work from home. Also, social distancing efforts are more difficult, and COVID-19 exposure risks higher as a result of being required to leave home and spend extended periods of time around others. Underlying health conditions and higher rates of chronic disease also make African Americans more susceptible to contracting and dying from COVID-19. This has increased the mental strain in an already psychologically burdened community. Unfortunately, because of the pre-existing gap in access to computer and internet services, accessing mental health care during COVID-19 has become an even more significant challenge than before.

As previously discussed, COVID-19 has placed an even more significant burden on African American communities’ mental health disparities. The pandemic has uncovered the reality of the digital divide that sets limits on access to mental health services and communication needs. Three of the significant factors that contribute to the widening gap of the digital divide include education levels, income, and, of course, race (Digital Divide, ND). Additionally, those persons living in lower-income areas are less likely to have internet access, not only because of affordability but also because of lack of infrastructure. Technology companies are more likely to service higher-income communities because of higher investment incentives, further aggravating the disparity of the digital divide.

Since the Coronavirus pandemic and national quarantine mandates, mental health treatment facilities have been forced to convert their services from in-person to online and virtual platforms, consulting with their patients via telehealth visits. Considering the digital divide that affects lower income populations, more African American communities are strained in meeting the digital requirements necessary for continuum of care for mental health treatment during this pandemic. As a result, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has lifted certain telehealth regulations during the pandemic, allowing healthcare facilities to consult with their patients via phone (A Wide Net for COVID-19, 2020). However, patients with subsidized cell phones have restrictions on the use of these phones in terms of available minutes and wi-fi access.

The COVID-19 pandemic sheds light on and proves inequities in healthcare, underemployment, and the lack of opportunities to achieve self-sufficiency have long existed for decades and shaped
collective psychological distress and poor mental outcomes within the African American community. These challenges, rooted in structural racism through policies and practices, are the most difficult to change and will more than likely bring added challenges for social service and behavioral health providers in implementing best practices of care. It is recommended that healthcare and government leaders continue to adopt and implement new policies and procedures during the COVID-19 pandemic in order to insure positive, permanent changes in mental health outcomes within the African American community.
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COVID-19 and Trauma in Our Communities
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Abstract

Being connected to others socially is a fundamental human need for safety, security, health and general well-being. Amid the National COVID 19 response, the socially acceptable behavior of engaging in social distancing, self-isolation and compliance with mandated stay at home orders and quarantines (even when justifiable and reasonable), have led to increased individual isolation resulting in emotional responses with varying intensities and clinical dimensions (Alarcon, 2020). Experiences such as loneliness, a normal reactive effect of mandated social isolation or a chronic condition reinforced by the pandemic response, appear to be impacting a significant portion of our population. As we consider strategies to return to normalcy post-pandemic, it is imperative that we do not solely focus on individualized treatment but that we critically examine the transgenerational trauma and structural inequalities present in our systems.

Being connected to others socially is a fundamental human need. Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic response has made engaging in social distancing, self-isolation, and compliance with stay at home orders socially acceptable behavior. Even when justifiable to protect those most vulnerable populations from the virus, these safety measures have led to increased individual isolation, and emotional responses with varying clinical dimensions and intensities (Alarcon, 2020; Meyers, 2020). Experiences such as loneliness, a normal reactive effect of social isolation, or as a chronic condition reinforced by the pandemic response, appear to be impacting a significant portion of our population more harshly than other influences. The effects of loneliness become more of a public health priority, as the uncertainty related to returning to a pre-pandemic state continues. Interventions aimed at normalizing the affected individual’s mental health and identifying ways to advance social connections are being encouraged and becoming necessary (Novotney, 2019). But what happens when these strategies to provide mechanisms of positive and constructive support create traumatogenic effects and triggers?

The victims of loneliness who share physical reclusion in family systems are often encouraged to examine and verbalize their thoughts and emotions, recognize their strengths and limitations, as well as identify specific fears, concerns, threats, and opportunities (APA, 2008; Alarcon, 2020). Individualized interventions require the practice of new approaches to socialization and interpersonal transactions, in addition to devoting time to self-exploration, self-analysis, entertainment, and formal communication and the use of technology-based resources (Alarcon, 2020). However, for those who have experienced complex or historical trauma, these strategies to touch base with the outside world, communicate within the familial unit, and engage in self-exploration can trigger trauma responses or be re-traumatizing (APA, 2008; Alarcon, 2020). Vicarious communal trauma occurs as social media and news agencies flood us with coverage and images of innocent black and brown people dying, not only as a result of COVID-19, but also at the hands of the very systems meant to support, protect and provide justice. Reminiscent of past
eras of slavery, segregation, and Jim Crow, the federal and statutory responses to the virus give examples of historical maltreatment and stigmatization of racial and ethnic groups and communities (Palmer, 2020; Allen, 2020).

These unprecedented pandemic experiences require community-based mental health services and social workers to mobilize and identify innovative ways to reinforce valuable reserves of stamina, resilience, and authenticity in the face of adversity (Alarcon, 2020). Healthcare providers and community agencies need not only elucidate whether the psycho-emotional events related to the loneliness and isolation of COVID-19 are clinical; they must also do so with limited resources, within systems that are guided by “seemingly antiracist policies” that sustain racism, structural oppression and stigmatization across dimensions of identity. Phelan & Link (2015) note that a fundamental cause of racial health disparities may be racism itself rather than socio-economic status while others indicate that evaluation of a service provider as discriminatory, reduces satisfaction, future utilization, and adherence to treatment planning/medical advice (Cipollina and Sanchez, 2019). Furthermore, systemic discrimination in support services can reinforce stereotypes of racial and ethnic helplessness, pathology, and criminalization that often result in further marginalization and adverse health effects.

Our national and statutory response to the COVID-19 has highlighted institutionalized racism and classism related to access to healthcare, medicine, employment, educational resources, housing, fair adjudication, and protection under the law. Black, brown, and immigrant communities face additional socio-economic obstacles, marginalization, and suffering as the pandemic’s effects are disproportionately and negatively impacting its members (Allen, 2020). According to the Census Bureau, African Americans make up 13.4% of the US population, but as of April 2020, Black Americans accounted for 27% of the known Covid-19 deaths (Joseph, Kallingal & Hartfield, 2020; Harmeet, 2020). Several non-medical but essential, lower-wage jobs require employees to continue to work in conditions that heighten the risk of exposure; other occupations have been defunded or ceased to exist due to quarantine orders. Forty-four (44%) of African Americans and sixty-one (61%) of Hispanic Americans experienced (as a household) job or wage loss between March and April due to the COVID-19 outbreak, while only 38% of White adults reported the same (Harmeet, 2020). As many as 73% of Black Americans and 70% of Hispanic Americans report not having emergency funds to cover three months of expenses (Parker et al, 2020). These hardships can perpetuate a cycle of trauma in which urban communities not only have to experience the daily stressors associated with COVID-19; they also face heightened apprehension, mistrust, anger and a more profound sense of isolation and loneliness due to past and current experiences of discrimination and racism (Palmer, 2020; Meyers, 2020).

Furthermore, during the pandemic, disparities in judicial treatment and policing, especially of African Americans and those who perpetrate crimes against African Americans, continue to flood social media and the news, unaddressed, normalized, and at times condoned. For example, in April 2020, 80% of the summonses issued in Brooklyn, NY, for social distancing violations were to African American and Latino individuals (Joseph, Kallingal & Hartfield, 2020). In addition, several armed individuals were allowed to protest “stay at home” orders and enter government facilities with no heightened engagement with police while unarmed demonstrators demanding the end of police brutality and abuse of power within the Black community were bombarded with rubber bullets and tear gas. Often, news media perpetuate a traumatogenic narrative, showing
endless cycles of disparate treatment, injustice, and at times public murders of ordinary citizens such as Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery, and George Floyd, causing individual and communal trauma responses (Palmer, 2020; Crewe, 2020). So now not only do social workers and community advocates have to determine how to implement interventions to address COVID related illness and unemployment demands; they must also do so while attempting to create a physically and emotionally safe environment that addresses the survivor’s lived experience and the effects of intergenerational trauma (Alarcon, 2020; SAMHSA, 2014).

Psychology has expanded, our current understanding of perceptions of racial discrimination, how discrimination is experienced, and how differences in coping with discrimination can contribute to health and well-being of individuals (Benner et al., 2018; Volpe et al. 2019). It has illustrated how systemic discrimination in support services, can reinforce stereotypes of racial/ethnic helplessness, pathology, and criminalization that often result in adverse health effects. Yet it is impossible to predict and irresponsible to assume that a particularly traumatic event, no matter how significant or insignificant, will affect individuals or cultural groups in the same way (Denham, 2008). However, where the “conspiracy of silence” is valid or when trauma survivors have difficulty communicating their trauma experience, provision of services that accommodate trauma survivors’ needs based on the impact of the collective traumatic experience is critical for healing (Abrams, 1999; APA, 2008; Bent-Goodley, 2019).

Trauma-Informed Care (TIC) approaches provide an opportunity to respond to these complex issues of loneliness, isolation, adverse childhood experiences, and traumatic events, unearthed by the COVID 19 pandemic (Bailey et al. 2018). TIC models focus on understanding human coping mechanisms, how traumatic experiences are processed at the individual, organizational, and communal levels and tend to be strengths-based (APA, 2008; Bent-Goodley, 2019). Research shows that TIC interventions that acknowledge group differences and the unique obstacles faced because of one’s diverse identity are more effective than colorblind strategies that suggest that each person will be treated equally regardless of group identity (Cipollina & Sanchez, 2019). Tebes, Champine, Matlin, and Strambler (2019) examined trauma and trauma-informed practice through the lens of a societal problem and found discreet ramifications that impacted communities and groups whose aggregate health status share historical or systemic trauma exposure. In addition to describing concepts related to population health and its disparities, these researchers identified four critical priorities and policy implications for programs and systems:

1. Adopting trauma-informed policies to prevent trauma exposure and to foster resilience in the aftermath of trauma
2. Infusing trauma-informed practice into everyday activities so it is a routine part of interpersonal transactions
3. Incorporating trauma-informed practices into existing service systems
4. Adapting existing treatments to integrate trauma-informed principles for population health impact (Tebes, Champine, Matlin and Strambler, 2019)

As we consider strategies to return to normalcy post-pandemic, it is imperative that these considerations are not solely focused on individualized treatment, pathology or dysfunction; they must include a critical examination of the transgenerational trauma and structural inequalities present in our systems and larger politico-economic environments (Bailey et al., 2017; Volpe et
al, 2019; Allen, 2020). Given the oppressive institutions, policies, and practices that persist, individuals from ethnic groups who have experienced historic and complex trauma remain in a traumatogenic environment due to the “COVID-19 shut down” of the United States. Their intergenerational resilience (adaptive habitual responses) for survival has led to the creation of unconventional communities of care, support, and advocacy, that are resourceful, innovative, and adaptive. However, within Black and brown communities, have these strategies to cope had the unintended consequence of further oppression, marginalization, and trauma exposure during the pandemic?

In preparation for post-pandemic life, medical providers, social workers, community health advocates, politicians, social service agencies, and police departments must shift current training, policies, and procedures to multidimensional, trauma-informed, community-based participatory frameworks that integrate the Black Perspective. We are offered an opportunity to address these structural, systemic, oppressive, and discriminatory institutions and policies to break the cycle of re-traumatization effectively. One can only hope that we, as a nation, have the fortitude, stamina, and courage to mobilize on all fronts to address the structural socio-economic inequities exposed, especially within the African American community. Knowing that we cannot allow simplistic explanations for complicated phenomena, we must come out stronger, more resilient, and united on the other side of this pandemic by preserving the dignity and worth of all persons (Crewe, 2020).
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Mental Health During COVID-19 Pandemic: Understanding the Physical & Mental Health Connection
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Abstract

There is a strong alignment between medical and mental health. This article discusses the parallels between the two, arguing that the COVID-19 pandemic highlights the connections between medical and mental health. The patterns in symptoms and response to COVID-19 share similarities with those of mental health. Similarly, social determinants and disparities are common themes with both COVID-19 and mental health. This article will explore these connections from micro and macro perspectives. Overall, the guiding philosophy of the Black Perspective will be used to analyze these connections and develop implications for practice and policy.

Medical & Mental Health

There is a strong connection between medical and mental health. People with diabetes are 2-3 times more likely to experience depression and 20% more likely to have anxiety (CDC, 2018). Similarly, 33%-50% of individuals experience “diabetes stress” in any given 18-month period. There is also significant association between mental health status and hypertension. Women who report poor mental health have higher odds of hypertension compared to women who report good/excellent mental health (Rozario & Masho, 2018). Also, women who report hypertension with poor mental health have increased chances of inpatient hospital visits compared to women with no mental health concerns. Furthermore, respiratory conditions specifically are associated with mental health concerns. There are increased rates of anxiety and depression among patients with respiratory disease (Goodwing et al., 2007). Strong links have also been made between asthma, anxiety, and mood disorders; respiratory disease and panic attacks (Goodwing et al, 2007). In addition, there is a relationship between asthma, anxiety, and panic attacks (Goodwing et al., 2007). Comparably, patients with anxiety disorders have demonstrated abnormalities in respiratory functioning.

Mental Health/Medical Hospitalizations

Between 2010-2014, there was an increase (38%-45%) of patients admitted to the hospital for co-occurring medical and mental health conditions (Owens et al., 2018). In 2014, 84% of inpatient stays (1.8 million) were admitted for mental health/substance use disorder (MH/SUD) that involved a co-occurring medical health condition, and 42 % percent of inpatient stays (27.8 million) were for a medical health condition that involved a co-occurring MH/SUD (Owens et al., 2018). Among inpatient stays for MH/SUD, the co-occurring conditions ranged from adjustment disorders (72% of patients) and miscellaneous MH/SUD disorders (93% of patients). In terms of inpatient hospital stays for medical health conditions with co-occurring MH/SUD, more than half of stays are for respiratory conditions. Older adults admitted for MH/SUD more
commonly experience hypertension and fluid/electrolyte issues (Owens et al., 2018). In addition, those patients are more likely to be male, between the 45-64 years of age and have a history of MH and/or substance abuse.

**COVID 19 Pandemic**

There is tremendous evidence that supports the alignment of medical and mental health. The impact of COVID-19, similar to other health conditions, highlights the connection between mental and medical health. It can be argued that COVID-19, unlike other health conditions, has pervasively and systematically inundated the medical and mental health provider communities. COVID-19 has placed a spotlight on the reciprocity between medical and mental health.

People with pre-existing health conditions are more vulnerable and susceptible to COVID-19 infection. Similarly, people with prior or pre-existing mental health conditions are more vulnerable to resurgence of mental health symptoms triggers. Therefore, COVID 19 increases the rate of risk and adverse outcomes in areas of both medical and mental health, particularly for patients with co-occurring medical/MH diagnosis. Moreover, people with co-occurring medical and mental health conditions are the most vulnerable and fragile group during the COVID 19 pandemic.

In the U.S., COVID-19 deaths are compared to those of historic natural disasters, other pandemics, and wars. This is a devastating pandemic currently surpassed in death toll only by WWII with 405,500 deaths and the Spanish flu with a death toll of 675,00 deaths (Barabark, 2020). These losses are considered premature due to illness. In comparison, mental health also reduces life expectancy. There is a 10 to 25-year reduction in life expectancy for people with severe mental illness (Ilyas et al., 2017; WHO, n.d.), primarily attributable to cardiovascular disease (Ilyas et al., 2017). In 2018, suicide was the 10th leading cause of death in the U.S., accounting for 48,344 deaths and 1.4 million suicide attempts (AFSP, 2018). Premature loss of life is another feature shared by COVID-19 and mental health.

In the U.S., health disparities continue to be an on-going problem. COVID-19 has brought this issue to the forefront of health care discussions. The gaps in health and provider care, particularly for the unmet health care needs of people of color, result in disproportionate COVID-19 infections and deaths. Ironically, the lack of response and minimal progress with health disparities in the last 30 years has strengthened the impact, prevalence, and scope of COVID 19. Health disparities extend to mental health as well. There are gaps and unmet needs for mental health care: lack of access to providers, few providers of color, and insurance coverage barriers for people suffering from mental health challenges. An additional health disparity concern during COVID-19 is the lack of access to telehealth services and minimal technology competency for vulnerable populations.

**The Black Perspective**

The goal of social work during the COVID-19 pandemic is to help reduce the spread and improve the treatment and health care for COVID-19 with focus on vulnerable, fragile populations. The objectives of social work are to increase education and awareness about the medical health/MH connection; provide direct practice, health care services as essential workers; as well as influence and develop policies that improve access, quality, and costs of medical and mental health services.
Howard University’s Black Perspective is the guiding philosophy that supports this goal. It can also be used to inform competent social work practice during challenging times such as the current pandemics. Howard University’s Black Perspective includes affirmation, strengths, diversity, social justice, internationalization, and vivification. Social workers must be aware that combatting this pandemic requires awareness of the connections and co-occurring trends between medical and mental health. Equipped with this knowledge, social workers must affirm clients by resetting their agenda to include the medical and mental health needs of their clients developed uniquely from the client’s perspective. More than ever, social workers must identify client, community and system strengths. These strengths are utilized to improve the medical and mental health outcomes through micro, mezzo, and macro practice. The principle of diversity means that the social worker understands the perspective of vulnerable, marginalized, populations and ensures that medical/mental health practices and policies incorporate elements of diversity and reduce health disparities, with emphasis on COVID-19 and mental health needs. The social worker establishes social justice through giving voice to the inequities in COVID-19 infection rates, deaths, and corresponding mental health challenges. Similarly, it is important to engage in health education/outreach activities that benefit marginalized populations, support social service activities that reduce barriers and impact social determinants of health. As COVID-19 is a pandemic, the principle of internationalization informs the social worker to extend policy/practice activities, education and outreach to our international partners who are dealing with similar or worse challenges in their medical/mental health systems. The principle of vivification informs the social worker to be that beacon of light on the front lines and through policy practice. Social workers are the positivity during these unprecedented times. Until there is a vaccine for COVID-19, reduction in infection/death rates, progress with medical/mental health disparities, and improved medical/mental health outcomes, social workers need to be the solution and facilitate wellness and healing.
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COVID-19 and the Black Community: Exposing the Deep History of Health Care Disparities in the U.S.
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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic, also known as the coronavirus pandemic, is an ongoing pandemic of the coronavirus disease 2019. Similar to other “acute” respiratory illnesses, researchers have highlighted the following risk factors associated with worse outcomes: older age, obesity, diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular diseases, and myocardial injury (Bonow et al., 2020; Grasselli et al., 2020; Shi et al., 2020). However, evolving evidence has revealed which individuals and groups experience the most severe complications; specifically, there are marked differences in both disease risk and fatality rates associated with the COVID-19. African Americans are more likely to contract and die from COVID-19. This paper will discuss how COVID-19 spotlights the existing historical health care disparities experienced within the Black community in the United States.

Even though evidence reveals that COVID-19 will infect anyone in its path, regardless of gender, race, class, and country, it is important to note that it is not an equal opportunity killer (Bonow et al., 2020; Grasselli et al., 2020; Shi et al., 2020). Similar to many other diseases, many victims of COVID-19 come from the most vulnerable and/or oppressed populations within the United States. Preliminary data from the Johns Hopkins University and American Community Survey (ACS) indicate that the infection rate for predominantly Black counties is more than 3-fold higher, and the death rate for predominantly Black counties is roughly 6-fold higher than that of predominately White counties in the United States (Thebault et al., 2020; Yancy, 2020). Furthermore, when looking at fatality rates across states, data shows that COVID-19 is disproportionately impacting Black people. In Louisiana, 53.2% of deaths have occurred among Black individuals, who represent 32% of the state’s population (Louisiana Department of Health, 2020). In Chicago, roughly 70% of deaths have occurred among Black persons, who represent 30% of the population (Reyes et al., 2020). In Michigan, 41% of deaths have occurred among Black persons, who represent 14% of the state’s population (Thebault et al., 2020). In addition, data from spatial modeling in New York City indicates that Blacks are five times more likely to develop COVID-19 (DiMaggio et al., 2020). Ultimately, the pattern is evident; Black people have a higher chance of contracting and dying from COVID-19.

Historically, it has been documented that for several health conditions in the United States, the Black community bears a disproportionate burden of disease, injury, and death. In particular, Black Americans disproportionately suffer from higher rates of cardiovascular disease, hypertension, obesity, as well as poorer outcomes from breast cancer, increased risk of adverse pregnancy outcomes, and worse rates of maternal mortality (CDC, 2016; Richardson et al., 2016;
Yancy, 2020). A vast majority of such pre-existing conditions (e.g., cardiovascular disease, hypertension, obesity, cancer) have been directly linked to worse outcomes in regard to respiratory illnesses, including COVID-19 (Bonow et al., 2020; Grasselli et al., 2020; Shi et al., 2020); however, early findings appear to indicate that the presence of such comorbidity of pre-existing clinical conditions within the Black community does not fully explain the marked higher risk of contracting and dying from COVID-19 (DiMaggio et al., 2020). Thus, it is apparent that other drivers of disease related to the disproportionate adverse social determinates of health (e.g., low socioeconomic status, discrimination, high housing density, poor access to healthy foods, limited access to quality health care, and high crime rates) that have been linked to poor health outcomes may contribute to this documented health care disparity experienced by the Black community.

At this moment in time, the perception that COVID-19 is an “older persons,” “pre-existing condition”, or an “equal-opportunity” disease must be refuted. Instead, it must be recognized as a disease that disproportionately impacts the most vulnerable and oppressed populations. As COVID-19 sweeps across the United States, it is infecting and killing Black Americans at disproportionately higher rates. Health disparities in the Black community are rooted in systematic and structural inequities which existed prior to the COVID-19 pandemic; and unless necessary action is taken, such disparities in health will continue to linger on once COVID-19 comes to an end. Response efforts should be geared towards requiring “culturally appropriate public health care initiatives, community support, and equitable access to quality health care” (CDC, 2005, para. 1). COVID-19 has brought to the forefront the existing health disparities experienced by the Black community in the United States that are deeply woven within a system of oppression. The question is: will COVID-19 spark necessary actions required to make the overdue changes to combat the documented health disparities experienced by Black Americans? The issue is not that it cannot be done; it is whether there is a sincere will for it to be done.
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COVID-19: One Disease, Many Reverberations in Black and Latino Communities
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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted countless people in the United States and around the globe. The virus does not discriminate. However, America’s history of discrimination has created differential effects in Black and Latino communities that will likely have longer-term scenarios similar to HIV and influenza. The purpose of this article is to highlight and address the racial economic inequities in the spread and treatment of COVID-19 and demonstrate the social injustice perpetrated on vulnerable and stigmatized populations.

According to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC, 2020a), as of May 27, 2020, the U.S. has 1,678,843 total cases of COVID-19, including 99,031 deaths (CDC, 2020b). Whites, at 77 percent of the U.S. population (U.S. Census Bureau, 2018), make up only 52 percent of the COVID-19 cases (CDC, 2020a). Blacks, who comprise 13 percent of the total U.S. population (U.S. Census Bureau, 2019), account for 26 percent of the cases (CDC, 2020a). (Hispanics were included in all racial categories.) Non-White Latinos, as an ethnic group, make up 18 percent of the population (U.S. Census Bureau, 2019) and account for 30 percent of the cases (CDC, 2020a). Of the cases in which race was specified, 23 percent of the COVID-19 deaths were non-Hispanic Blacks, and 17 percent were Hispanics or Latinos (CDC, 2020b). This means that two minority groups account for 40 percent of the COVID-19 deaths.

The existing research demonstrates that Blacks and Latinos are disproportionately infected and affected by COVID-19. However, it should not be implied that they are genetically predisposed to the virus. On the contrary, these discrepancies are the product of systemic issues in the social environment that put these minorities at increased risk for COVID-19. In terms of contracting COVID-19, Blacks and Latinos are more likely than other racial groups to live in poverty, which means they are less capable of social distancing. They are also more likely to live in multi-generational homes or residences in close proximity to one another. Additionally, they are more likely to work in service jobs that put them in close contact with others who might carry the virus (Scott, 2020). As such, these environmental factors, rooted in a long history of racism, put Blacks and Latinos at increased risk for contracting and spreading the virus within their communities.

Blacks and Latinos with mental health and substance use disorders are also more likely to be incarcerated or homeless than the general population, placing them at increased risk for COVID-19 (SAMSHA, 2020). Furthermore, the living conditions of the homeless make following CDC guidelines for physical distancing and hand washing impractical for this population. Finally, incarcerated individuals are more vulnerable to contract COVID-19 because of the high density
and transience of inmates. They may suffer more severe consequences because of inadequate treatment, services, and support available to formerly incarcerated persons.

Blacks and Latinos are also more likely to suffer severe and even fatal consequences from contracting COVID-19. Because of the persistent legacy of slavery and continued oppression, they are more likely to have chronic illnesses such as serious heart conditions, chronic lung disease, and diabetes. These medical conditions put them at elevated risk for COVID-19 because they weaken the immune system, making it much harder to fight the virus (CDC, 2010c). Racial bias is also at play in disparate health outcomes. Research shows that Blacks historically and to the present time continue to receive medical care that is inferior to that received by Whites (Dotinga, 2012). Thus, it is likely that doctors have significantly misinterpreted, ignored, or minimized coronavirus symptoms in Black and Latino patients. It can also be assumed that many Blacks and Latinos hesitated to go to the doctor when symptoms presented because of their history of biased and unethical treatment by medical professionals. Additionally, Blacks and Latinos are hindered in receiving needed medical care because of their inadequate access to medical services. They are twice as likely not to have health insurance compared with their white counterparts and more likely to live in medically underserved areas where they face health facility closures and caps on public health plans (Dotinga, 2012). Thus, they are unable to access the medical care they need when they contract serious illnesses such as COVID-19.

Implications

What clearly stands out is the need for adequate health care. Continued training on implicit bias and cultural competence for medical providers is needed to ensure that Blacks and Latinos receive quality care. African Americans and Hispanics can also be supported in accessing needed health services by providers extending health coverage to the uninsured and low income, in addition to increasing the availability of medical services in areas where there is a shortage. To further protect the health and livelihood of workers, offering sick leave so that employees can stay home when they are ill without losing pay, as well as providing livable wages so workers can support their families are self-evident.

The pandemic is likely to have both long-term and short-term implications for mental health and substance use. Those with mental illness and substance use disorders pre-pandemic, as well as those newly affected, will likely require mental health and substance use services. Limited access to mental health care and substance use treatment is in part due to a current shortage of mental health professionals, which will likely be exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. While some mental health providers are increasing their use of telemedicine in light of social distancing, not all are able to do so, and clients may not have the resources. Efforts should be taken to ensure that individuals can access the needed services that are in congruence with social distancing guidelines.

According to SAMSHA (n.d.), at the community level, there is a need for communication, health literacy, and public awareness. This entails timely and culturally appropriate messaging. These messages should be disseminated through information channels that reach Black and Latino communities. Black or Latino radio, websites similar to BlackDoctor.org, as well as trusted media
figures are important and reliable messengers in partnerships with dependable individuals such as faith and spiritual leaders.
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It Takes a Village: Five Recommendations to Reduce Behavioral Health Misdiagnoses of African Americans
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Abstract

Racial bias is one of many leading causes of mental health misdiagnosis among African Americans. The COVID-19 pandemic has accentuated the health care disparities among minorities. Since 2010, Health and Human Services (HHS) in Washington, DC has convened to eliminate health disparities among underserved demographic groups. The onset of COVID-19 provides an opportunity for HHS to be even more intentional in examining these health disparities. African Americans are contracting this virus at rapid rates, and the toll on their mental health could be severe. This article presents recommendations for mental health practitioners to ensure accurate diagnoses of African Americans amid and post this nationwide pandemic.

The COVID-19 pandemic has accentuated health care disparities among minorities. Researchers indicate that African Americans are contracting the virus at rapid rates and are disproportionately impacted (Couch, Farlie, & Xu, 2020; Shah, Sachdeva, & Dodiuk-Gad, 2020; Yancy 2020).

Prior to COVID-19, African Americans struggled with overcoming the systemic inequities to which they are predisposed as a result of structural racism. In addition to underlying health comorbidities, many people of color are geographically exposed to overcrowding in urban neighborhoods, likely to face financial hardship due to unemployment, and deficiency in access to healthcare and nourishment (Couch, Farlie, & Xu, 2020; Hooper, Nápoles, & Pérez-Stable, 2020).

Since December 2010, The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) has convened to eliminate health disparities among underserved demographic groups. The initiative, titled Healthy People 2020, proposed that “health disparities are systematic, plausibly avoidable health differences adversely affecting socially disadvantaged groups; they may reflect social disadvantages, but causalities need not be established.” (Bravemen et al., 2011, p. 149). The onset of COVID-19 provides an opportunity for DHHS and all mental health providers to be intentional in examining disparities among, as well as assessing, the mental health diagnoses of people of color.

Racial bias and cultural incompetence are two of the leading causes of mental health misdiagnosis among African Americans. Bell, Jackson, & Bell (2015) conducted psychiatric evaluations of 330 patients, examining them based on four clinically identifiable variables. They found 220 patients were free of the four clinical variables, yet they still had a psychiatric diagnosis (Bell, Jackson, & Bell, 2015). Another study found that Black adolescents are least likely to be diagnosed with bulimia although they are 50% more likely than their White peers to display symptoms and signs of the illness (Gordon et al., 2010). The same study found that only
17% of practitioners recognized Black women eating disorder behaviors as problematic. Compared to the 44% of practitioners that were able to identify White women eating disorders as a problem.

Dr. William Lawson has written many publications on schizophrenia diagnoses which are largely assigned to Black people. In a 2012 *JAMA Psychiatry* study, Lawson and colleagues wanted to examine whether or not African Americans would present with higher rates of schizophrenia diagnosis after controlling for age, sex, income, site, and education, as well as the presence or absence of serious affective disorder (Gara et al., 2012). The findings confirmed that African Americans had significantly higher rates of clinical diagnoses of schizophrenia in comparison to their White counterparts, despite controlling for covariates such as serious affective disorder (Gara et al., 2012). Lawson also tackled racial differences in antipsychotic drugs. In a cohort study among Medicaid patients, it was found that more White patients received second-generation antipsychotics, whereas Black patients were likely to be prescribed first-generation antipsychotics, which are associated with higher risk of neurological side effects (Lawson et al., 2015).

During a White House press conference on COVID-19, Dr. Anthony S. Fauci, Director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease, attested to the prevalence of health disparities in the African American community when he expressed the following sentiments:

“I could not help sitting here reflecting about sometimes when you’re in the middle of a crisis like we are in now with Coronavirus, but it really does ultimately shine a bright light on some of the weaknesses that in foils in our society . . . Health disparities have always existed for the African American community, but here again with the crisis how it’s shining a bright light on how unacceptable that is . . . when you have a situation like the Coronavirus they are suffering disproportionately.”

Although Dr. Fauci affirmed that there are inequalities and will continue to be even after COVID-19, this is not the first time a U.S. crisis “shined a bright light” on mental health disparities. After Hurricane Katrina, Black people in New Orleans have become more susceptible to PTSD. According to Alexander et. al (2017), communities of color grapple with pre-existing vulnerabilities that unconsciously impact how they respond to traumatic events, thus increasing their risk for PTSD diagnosis. One year post-Katrina, Sastry & VanLandingham (2009), found major disparities in mental illness by race, education, and income; they concluded that residents of New Orleans continued to have high rates of mental illness in the year following Hurricane Katrina due to displacement, destruction of their homes, and economic losses (Sastry & VanLandingham, 2009). An astute practitioner would press further to discern the root causes of the higher rates of mental illness by asking more questions. Were the higher rates perhaps due to the tremendous losses of life and property and a sense of profound betrayal experienced because of the delayed assistance from the government?

The overarching goal of eliminating disparities is no small feat. Mental health disparities among Black people will continue to persist, continue to be discussed, and continue to be tackled. Mental health practitioners play a vital role in ensuring the well-being of Black people who are directly and or indirectly impacted by COVID-19. While we are still matriculating through the occurrences of this pandemic, and the influx in utilization of mental health services, we call attention to the importance of accurate mental health diagnoses and treatments of African
Americans. Before imprinting a psychiatric diagnosis, we challenge mental health practitioners to utilize the Black Perspective and to do the following:

- **Advocate on patients’ behalf if you suspect racial bias or discrimination.** For example, White counterparts supporting the nationwide protests following the death of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor and Ahmaud Arbery. Facilitate a one-on-one conversation with a colleague or other associates within your professional setting if you suspect the presence of racial bias or discrimination towards African American clients.

- **Do not take cautionary or reluctant behavior personally.** Due to the longstanding history of healthcare abuse against African Americans, mistrust is a leading barrier to utilizing mental health services.

- **Be willing to explore beyond the classification of diseases via the DSM.** Much of U.S. history has been shaped by Western European ideologies. Western medicine has influenced how mental health professionals interact with patients, but it excludes the Black experience.

- ** Acknowledge and accept that you will not always be right.** Be willing to be educated by your Black client or patient, as they are the primary resource in providing you with the necessary information you need to improve their mental health.

- **Dismantle the notion that Black people are strong and without trauma.** Although African Americans survived a number of traumatic experiences throughout history, it is imperative that mental health practitioners also focus on weaknesses so that they can be treated effectively.
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Abstract

In the midst of one of the deadliest pandemics the United States has ever experienced, COVID-19 has disproportionately affected African American communities and families. In cities across the world, African Americans account for 70% of COVID related deaths, despite making up a smaller percent of the national populations (Golden, 2020; World Health Organization, 2020; Baptiste et al, 2020). Researchers suggest that inequalities exist as a result of systemic racism and the mistrust that African Americans have of the U.S. healthcare system (Hardeman, Medina, & Kozhimannil, 2016). As it pertains to COVID-19, socioeconomic disadvantages, social and living conditions pose as potential risk factors for people of color (Golden, 2020; Baptiste et al, 2020). While it is recognized that health disparities are multifaceted, to thoroughly comprehend the health of African Americans today, one must be reminded of the historical exploitation of African Americans among healthcare systems in the past.

~ ~ ~ ~

Although the U.S. has some of the most advanced medical technologies in the world, the overall health of African Americans does not reflect this. Out of the 15 leading causes of death in the U.S., people of color have higher mortality rates than any other ethnic group (Williams, 2012). African Americans are more vulnerable to contracting heart disease, cancer, stroke, diabetes, kidney disease, hypertension and liver cirrhosis (Williams, 2012; Baptiste et al, 2020). Prather et al., (2018) concluded that the exacerbation of negative health care outcomes was linked to institutionalized and interpersonal racism, as well as poverty and residential segregation. Black women have reported higher instances of infant mortality deaths, low birth rates, and pelvic inflammatory disease compared to their White peers (Prather et al, 2018). In addition to health comorbidity, lack of insurance coverage limits African Americans’ access to healthcare services. Prior to the provisions of the Affordable Care Act in 2014, 25.8% of African Americans were uninsured, compared to 14.8% of white people (Buchmueller, Levinson, Levy, & Wolfe, 2016).

Social distancing was one of the first recommendations by the Center of Disease Control to minimize exposure of COVID-19. While maintaining solace inside one's home may appear easily achievable, for African Americans who live in crowded homes, social distancing is not attainable. Robert Hill (1998) presented a descriptive account of the Black family structure in his seminal article, in which he highlights the presence of multigenerational family members under one roof. Hill (1998) further addresses the supportive role of church networks in African American communities. The Black church has historically provided African Americans with safety networks, allowing for an outlet in coping with external circumstances. The communion that the Black church offers provides African Americans opportunities to fellowship, worship and network in a Black centered space. Furthermore, many African American families used faith-based resources for mental health services, which include domestic violence counseling, marriage counseling and even substance abuse counseling. With COVID-19 forcing many churches to use virtual platforms,
African Americans have lost their direct support once provided by the Black church. This presents mental health challenges for African Americans during the pandemic.

Lastly, social determinants make people of color more vulnerable to COVID-19 related death. Many African Americans work in essential roles such as food services, hospitality, gas stations and grocery stores, all of which require them to be frontline workers, heightening their risk to exposure. Furthermore, African Americans are overrepresented in low income areas, many of which have limited access to essential stores, forcing residents to travel long distances for essential needs and supplies.

To ensure African Americans receive effective treatment and protection from COVID-19 exposure, a responsive shift in preventative methods is vital. Governments and healthcare agencies should apply the Black Perspective to deterrent methods related to COVID-19. To achieve such a goal, social service providers need to make the strengths of African American communities and families the forefront of their agendas. Implementing proactive measures can include challenging institutional culture surrounding the care and treatment of people of color. Further, governments, lobbyists and policy makers need to understand the historical mistreatment of African Americans is an international social justice concern. Until African Americans around the world are liberated from all forms of oppression, Black lives will continue to be devalued and underserved, especially during times of economic and environmental plight. Social workers and others alike are being called upon to ensure dialogue surrounding social justice issues does not remain stagnant conversations but becomes measurable action items on all governments’ agendas.
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Abstract

The COVID 19 pandemic has altered our world in ways we could not have imagined. We are all aware of the monumental impact it has had on the economic status and health of African Americans. However, we have not closely considered the disenfranchised loss and grief associated with these changes. Disenfranchised grief is a loss that is not necessarily socially sanctioned, openly acknowledged, or publicly mourned. Individuals are made to feel that they have “no right” to acknowledge the loss (Doka, 2002). Vast numbers of African Americans lost family members; jobs; connection with family, fictive kin and friends; rituals; and trust in the security of their everyday life. This article will explore some of the areas of loss and grief that have impacted our cultural traditions, generalized well-being and forward mobility since the advent of COVID-19.

The year 2020 ushered in a global pandemic that no one expected. The world was transformed by COVID 19 in ways that had not been seen previously. It began as a health crisis in another country – China, and then it moved to the west coast of the United States. Little consideration was given to the impact it would have on the entire United States and the world. America watched in disbelief as the number of individuals infected with the virus rose; as hospitals became overwhelmed and incapable of meeting the health care needs in their areas; as the death tolls rose in astronomic proportions throughout the world; as school systems and universities closed; and work and employment slowly ground to a sluggish stop!

For many, this would be the first time they would see “life as they know it” cancelled! They could not celebrate the good times – graduations, weddings, childbirths, etc. They could not seek solace during the sad times – funerals, illness, social isolation, etc. America’s entire manner of life changed. It halted seemingly overnight. People were no longer allowed to gather in large groups; most states enacted stay at home orders. Individuals could not visit their loved ones; check on elderly family members; travel; eat at restaurants; enjoy sporting events; go to plays or movie theatres. Many parents became “teachers,” as they had to provide educational instruction for their children since the schools were closed and the children were being taught remotely. Parents were engaged in this task while actively adapting to their new work environment – working from home or being “essential personnel,” potentially at the cost of their health or the health of their loved ones. Everyone was functioning in a state of chaos.

As people adapted to their “new normal”, many felt ‘out of sorts’ and somewhat discombobulated. They longed for the “normal routine” – go to work, come home, attend activities, etc. For some, this longing had greater impacts on their wellbeing. Some began experiencing problems with sleeping, changes in eating patterns, changes in emotional states,
and feelings of isolation (James, 2020). These feelings combined with the overwhelming feeling of helplessness, as they lost their sense of consistency, security, and assumptions that “life would be just fine” provoked grief without understanding a loss had occurred. Many did not understand why they were having these feelings or mood changes. Unbeknownst to them, they were grieving that which was normal and expected: the losses of income, freedom, innocence, and life. This is when they began to experience disenfranchised grief.

Disenfranchised grief is a loss that is not necessarily socially sanctioned, openly acknowledged, or publicly mourned. Individuals are made to feel that they have “no right” to acknowledge the loss (Doka, 2002). African Americans have long been acquainted with disenfranchised grief; however, this pandemic has magnified the losses. During this season of pandemic, communities have disproportionately been ravished by COVID 19 deaths, thus illustrating the racial health disparities in this country and being stymied by the lack of economic resources available, housing issues and the impact of poverty in our communities (CDC, 2020; Latinovic, Fluck and Husni, 2020).

As a community, Black Americans have experienced numerous intrinsic losses, many of which they barely recognize yet feel the impact. Due to poverty, disproportionately African Americans work in low wage, service industry jobs (Cooper, 2020). Many of these jobs ceased to exist during this pandemic, thrusting many who were living paycheck to paycheck into abject poverty. If individuals were fortunate enough to remain employed, they were usually placed in positions of extreme risk, e.g. grocery store workers, hospital housekeeping staff, etc. These positions placed them in open public settings, usually without protective gear. Yet if they did not go to work, they would not get paid, which would open them and their families to another set of risks – homelessness, food insecurity to name a few (CDC, 2020). Other positions that may pay better but still involve risks are public transit employees, licensed practical nurses, and support staff at nursing homes. Many of these positions do not offer paid leave (Cooper, 2020). Where does that leave an individual as head of the household?

Many employees had to make the difficult decision to remain on the job, no matter the potential cost. Here they mourned the loss of job security, health and safety. Others may say, “At least they have a job”. Although that may be true, it does not remove the fear and concern that the individuals could bring home the virus to those they care about and care for (Doka, 2008). It does not decrease their level of concern about “what if” their family member gets sick, who will be the caretaker? They mourn the loss of feeling everything and everyone will be “okay” because the news and social media constantly reminds them that things are bad - - - really, really bad!

They try to explain to their children what this pandemic means – yet they are at a loss for words. They want to let the children know the seriousness of the country’s current state, but they do not want to frighten or instill fear in those they love. Initially, students were excited to be out of school for an extended spring break. Then the reality began to sink in – no school, no real school, no visits with friends, no prom, no graduation, NO FUN! For many, doing schoolwork at home was a challenge for a number of reasons: lack of resources, parents who could not assist with assignments, sharing computers with other family members, etc. This changed the perspective entirely. Younger children were more dependent on their parents who were trying to juggle work and the new role of teacher. Middle school and high school students missed the socialization with their peers; despite being quite adept at Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, and Twitter, they
missed the face-to-face interactions. This also included several major disappointments – no varsity sports tryouts, prom, senior class trip or graduation. These losses seem palatable, yet if adults remember the planning and excitement that went into the anticipation of these events, they will see that this is a monumental loss – one only graduates from elementary, middle and high school ONCE! This is a lost moment!

Parents need to understand that this is monumental, and they should be careful about dismissing and diminishing the feelings of loss. This loss is real and tangible. Therefore, as they look at disenfranchised loss – key phrases such as “get over it,” “at least you didn’t die from COVID 19,” or “you will have other graduations” diminish the youths right to feel and experience the loss (Zoll, 2020; Mitchell, 2018; Doka, 2008). Even as communities come together to attempt to mitigate the losses by having drive-by parades, Zoom ceremonies and other alternative activities, people must acknowledge that it is still a significant loss. Humans have established rituals in their families and communities to celebrate these rites of passage, and children have been socialized to look forward to and expect the socialized rituals (Zoll, 2020; Doka, 2008). COVID 19 has denied them the opportunity to participate in these rituals. Validating how the youth feel will help them process the loss. Please note that this does not just apply to youth; it includes young adults and adults who were to graduate from college or graduate school, both of which are highly regarded in African American families and communities. They too are grieving.

How individuals care for their families has been significantly impacted by social distancing. Many African American families have socialization rituals, e.g. dinner with grandma on Sunday, Friday night card games, cookouts, etc. Unfortunately, most of these ceased! This change caused some elderly family members to be placed in situations of social isolation because family members refused to visit for fear of making “the most vulnerable” sick. Families also did not include elders when new babies were born, “graduations” occurred, or other family based celebratory rituals were observed. Also, elders were not allowed to attend funerals of loved ones. For some, this caused feelings of loss and isolation because although they knew about the virus, they did not expect it to exclude them from family, friends and loved ones. For other elders, they were hypervigilant and did not want to take the chance of getting the virus, so they self-isolated. However, many who remained in their homes had difficult times with caregivers due to the fear of the helpers bringing the virus to them.

Of those elders who were in assisted living or nursing homes, most were denied visitation completely. This was very disconcerting for those elders with dementia because they were not always cognizant as to why they were not having visitors and would sometimes be agitated with their family members when they spoke to them on the phone (Doka & Georgopoulos, 2020). The disenfranchisement is evidenced in their loss of family community and rituals. How does one welcome the next generation if one is not allowed to see or hold the newborn? How does one say goodbye to a sibling, friends or neighbors when one is not allowed to attend the funeral? These losses are significant, yet social distancing does not allow people to acknowledge their joy or their mourning. Many will feel cheated because they could not participate in an appropriate funeral, not a Zoom event. New rituals will need to be established that console the need for closure. It is helpful to include elders in this process so they can contribute and assume some ownership of the changes.

So how do individuals enfranchise these losses. First and foremost, they acknowledge the importance and value of the losses. Letting individuals know that they are heard, and their
feelings are valid gives them a sense of comfort. It is the role of social workers to help people voice and name the loss. Social workers can provide a nonjudgmental listening ear and compassion as they try to make sense of others’ reality. This validation provides solace during times of grief and loss. Social workers need to offer suggestions on self-care during these times of distress. Many are simply too overwhelmed to consider the toll this time is having on their relationships, work productivity and parenting skills. Simply taking a moment to BREATHE may be a good start. If one is able to talk to his/her client about relaxation techniques, breathing exercises and mindfulness techniques, this dialogue may open new venues that have yet to be considered, such as taking a walk, taking a bath, sitting quietly in the morning before the household awakens or adopting other soothing activities. Social workers often need permission to take care of themselves because they are so busy taking care of others.

This is especially important for social workers. They, too, are experiencing the same losses and state of chaos with COVID 19. It is important that they look at themselves and their profession to ensure that they are taking care of themselves, so they are better able to serve others. In the social work field, self-care is not highly practiced among social workers. They need to be reminded to breathe, exercise, treat themselves with compassion and kindness and stay spiritually centered (Cook-Cottone, 2015). Just as this is not a one size fits all for their clients, it is not one size fits all for social workers. Each one of them needs to find and embrace those activities that bring them peace and joy during times of distress.
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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic has been particularly harmful to nursing home residents and their families. The forced ban on visitation poses added stress during this challenging time. Additionally, it disrupts support that is needed for quality of life and maintenance of important family and emotional ties. For African American elders, this represents double jeopardy. Not only are they at greater risk for the coronavirus, they are simultaneously at greater risk for social isolation and its harmful effects.

~ ~ ~ ~

Double Jeopardy: The Older Negro in America Today, the 1964 National Urban League seminal report on the state of older African Americans, documented the hardships of African Americans as they aged in a society that blatantly discriminated against them. Sadly, the COVID-19 pandemic unveils the inadequate progress made in closing the gap for many of our most revered and vulnerable citizens. Fifty-six years later, older African Americans, whether in private homes or care centers, are again the victims of double jeopardy. For each 100,000 Americans (of their respective group), 42.8 Blacks have died, along with about 18.4 Asians, 19.1 Latinos and 16.6 Whites. Black Americans’ COVID-19 mortality rate across the United States has never fallen below twice that of all other groups, revealing a durable and undeniable pattern of disproportionality (APM Research Lab Staff, 2020) and social determinants of health. And among the most heinous finding is the impact on residents in nursing homes.

A recent New York Times article states:

Covid-19 has been particularly virulent toward African-Americans and Latinos: Nursing homes where those groups make up a significant portion of the residents — no matter their location, no matter their size, no matter their government rating — have been twice as likely to get hit by the coronavirus as those where the population is overwhelmingly white. (New York Times, 2020, p. 1)

In the District of Columbia, upward toward 40% of the COVID-19 deaths are residents of nursing homes (persons with underlying conditions) . . . and nursing home data show that African American and Latino patients are more likely to be in overcrowded facilities with more beds (Hohman, 2020). Of importance is even highly rated nursing homes with predominantly Black and Latino residents were more affected with the coronavirus than White nursing homes with low ratings (New York Times, 2020). These data are alarming and underscore the impact of the virus on the African American community, including the vulnerable health care workforce in nursing homes without proper personal protection equipment.
There is yet another tragedy unfolding. The coronavirus has prevented loved ones from visiting their older relatives in nursing homes. This is a mental health crisis in the Black community because of the value placed on family, faith and social connectedness. Social distancing has led to social isolation that has documented harmful effects to well-being (Luben, et al., 2018). Anderson (2020) states in her article on the heavy toll the pandemic is taking on African Americans that the primary strengths that Black communities have, such as communalism, role sharing and familialism, are hampered by efforts to distance and keep the most vulnerable safe. All these stressors interplay with the chronosystem, meaning that they can be short- or long-term issues, but certainly the longer we need to remain isolated, the more each of these problems will compound. (p.1)

The COVID-19 pandemic’s disproportionate impact on African Americans is inextricably linked to the Black Perspective, “a lens through which Black life and experiences can be viewed and understood” (Gourdine & Brown, 2016, p. 76). For many, placing an older relative in a nursing or care home was extremely stressful because of the generational community belief that the older person is best cared for in the home and not disposed of. Despite the well documented burden of caregiving, African Americans report higher levels of positive benefits and less stress than Whites (Roff, et al., 2004; Dilworth-Anderson, Goodwin, & Williams, 2004). In fact, many report their caregiving experience as a blessing. Additionally, African Americans take longer than Whites to make decisions about placing loved one in care residences (Stevens, et al., 2004). Lichtenberg (2006, p. 68) states that “nursing home placement, while difficult for all caregivers, may be even more taxing for African American caregivers.” Furthermore, research confirms the importance of culturally determined attitudes, values, and expectations about caregiving affect decisions about nursing home placement (Fink & Picot, 1995). This contributes to the lower level of African American utilization of nursing homes. Families facing this difficult decision to place a loved one in a nursing home often experience personal pain and the stigma of communal shame. In summary, African Americans tend to care for loved one in their homes as long as possible; and when the decision is made for placement outside of the home, primary caregivers often experience depression related to their inability to care for their loved ones. Some adult children feel that they are letting their parents down because of the broken cultural promise not to place them in a nursing home. The same feeling holds for other close family members including spouses, siblings, and grandchildren. For many, the state of mental well-being and guilt alleviation was achieved through their regular visits.

Research provides unequivocal evidence of the positive benefits of family support for residents of nursing homes (Crewe & Gadling-Cole, 2014). For African Americans this is especially true because of culturally transmitted spirituality and filial piety. The COVID-19 pandemic’s sudden disruption of the highly valued visitation responsibility has serious mental health consequences. The nursing home-imposed visitation restrictions are harsh and lack cultural sensitivity given the high number of African Americans who are residents. While the need to protect residents is the stated rationale, often inadequate attention is given to making the visits safe and restoring the quality of life for both caregiver and care receiver. The use of technology is certainly a strategy that helps some; however, it is not adequate for others who may not be able to access technology and anguish about the loss of contact. Furthermore, the 2020 Census Household Pulse Survey of Americans, in conjunction with
the 2019 Centers for Disease Control comparison data, shows rates of depression and anxiety have more than tripled since the pandemic started—and for African Americans the rate has been higher than any other racial and ethnic groups (Fowers & Wan, 2020). They also reported the week after George Floyd’s death, the rate of Black Americans showing significant signs of anxiety or depressive disorders jumped from 36 to 41%. For relatives and nursing home residents, the numbers are possibly higher because of the high uncertainty surrounding the well-being of their relatives in nursing homes.

One of my colleagues equated this abrupt loss of visitation with that of fractured families during the enslaved period. One morning you wake up and your family member is gone. Another described it as mental torment. And when the denial of visitation privileges coincides with the death of the loved ones during the pandemic, the grief is compounded. This is yet another trauma for an already overly traumatized community. Snatching the caregiver’s right to visit is likely to have long-term negative effects on the mental health of both the care recipient and the caregiver (Boss & Yeats, 2014). And if the death of the relative occurs during the banning of visitations, the loss is exacerbated. The inability to visit results in grief and ambiguous loss (Boss & Yeats, 2014), as well as disenfranchised grief (Simpson, 2013). This can lead to complicated grief and other mental health problems that may go untreated, given the distrust many African Americans have with the mental health care system (Steiner, 2018). This denial of visitation is not an individual problem, rather a community problem that requires advocacy for nursing homes to reexamine this damaging practice and pose solutions that address the anxiety of residents and family members. There are other solutions such as creating safe spaces in the homes for visitation, providing or requiring PPE for family members, and more. For financial reasons, alternatives may not be available to nursing homes with high concentrations of lower income African Americans. “Some geriatricians have called on nursing homes to designate a relative or friend to undergo regular testing and learn the proper use of protective equipment, then be allowed access” (Span, 2020). Credible evidence points to the pandemic lasting for years because of the absence of a vaccine and the vulnerability of nursing home residents. AARP (Markowitz, 2020) states that it is likely to be months before resuming visits because of general guidance that the home be free of a COVID-19 case for 28 days, along with other criteria such as decline in cases in the community. These rules will prolong the absence of relatives in homes until there is a decline in cases in the surrounding community. In June 2020, the Centers of Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) guidelines continue to call for barring of visits. This is not good news for the Black community and their mental health.

The National Association of Social Work (NASW) Standards for Social Work Practice with Family Caregivers of Older Adults (2010, p. 15) states that “... social workers can support family caregivers not only in making informed decisions and fulfilling caregiver roles, but also in identifying and addressing stress related to caregiving responsibilities.” The National Association of Black Social Workers (NABSW) asserts, “Afrocentricity requires the placement of African ideals at the center of any analysis of African behavior, granting the community members control or ‘agency’ over their own experiences and destiny” (Reid-Merritt, 2010, p. 186). These standards and ideals align with the Black Perspective and call for urgent attention to advocacy surrounding family visitations during the COVID-19 pandemic. In closing, former Vice President/Senator Hubert H. Humphrey stated “that the
moral test of government is how that government treats those who are in the dawn of life, the children; those who are in the twilight of life, the elderly; and those who are in the shadows of life—the sick, the needy and the handicapped [SIC] (Humphrey, 1977, p. 37287). I agree and fervently argue that we are failing our moral test as well as ethical responsibilities as social workers when we do not aggressively advocate for our vulnerable family members and caregivers during this pandemic that is ravaging the Black community. 

*Black lives also matter in nursing homes.*
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Keeping the Elderly Safe During COVID-19
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Abstract

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is a significant public health crisis that disproportionately impacts the social, emotional, and healthcare support services to elderly African Americans in the United States. As African Americans live longer and experience their aging process at home, they are caring for each other. Guidelines to ensure their safety from the virus have inherent barriers to social, emotional, and medical support that threaten these older adults' wellbeing. A holistic and comprehensive plan includes access to technology and risk mitigation evaluation to assess the level of risk involved in bringing much-needed support into the home. When considering the safety of the elderly, it is paramount that Social Work practitioners provide thoughtful, loved-one centered services that consider how the elderly interact with their environment.

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is a significant public health crisis disproportionately impacting the social, emotional, and healthcare support services to elderly African Americans in the United States. According to Armstrong and Crowther (2002), African Americans live longer and choose to remain in their homes with assistance (Johnson, & Lian, 2018). Couples are aging together and caring for one another (Taylor, Chatters, & Taylor, 2019). Likewise, adult children over 65 years of age care for their parents (DeRigne, & Ferrante, 2012; Taylor et al., 2019). During the pandemic, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (Centers for Disease Control, 2020) identified adults 65 and older as vulnerable to severe illness from COVID-19. Additionally, the CDC noted the added risk to those with chronic medical conditions such as heart and lung disease, asthma, diabetes, and hypertension. Apart from chronic illnesses, common age-related factors, and a decline in immunity (Lightfoot & Moone, 2020) contribute significantly to the vulnerability of older African Americans to COVID-19.

Caregivers anxiously instituted measures to keep their loved ones safe after the CDC noted that elderly individuals were dying of COVID-19 at a rate of 8 out of 10 in the U.S. In response, the CDC guidelines for social distancing, use of face coverings and frequent handwashing were enforced. The dire consequences to older adults contracting COVID-19 noted in a CDC report also led to caregivers adhering to the more restrictive shelter-in-place orders issued by state and local government. This report, while increasing awareness of the severity of the COVID-19 illness for older adults, inadvertently created blind-spots to other areas of vulnerability.

The shelter-in-place orders kept the elderly safe in their homes. However, these orders also restricted access to much-needed home support services for the elderly, aging in place (Johnson, & Lian, 2018). Many older adults have underlying chronic medical conditions such as heart disease, lung disease, hypertension, and diabetes (CDC, 2020; Millett, Jones, Benkeser, Baral, Mercer, Beyrer, & Sherwood, 2020). To some extent, these chronic medical conditions keep the elderly tethered to the medical community for support. If the appropriate professional attention
is not received, these comorbid conditions have the potential to adversely impact the quality of life of the elderly adversely. Unfortunately, physical distancing guidelines, and the more restrictive shelter-in-place measures while important in limiting the spread of the virus, unintentionally create barriers to outstanding quality social support (Nguyen, Chatters, Taylor, & Mouzon, 2016; Cho, 2019), as well as emotional and medical assistance (Morrow-Howell, Galucia, & Swinford, 2020).

The absence of home healthcare services eliminates an early detection tool to advise potential medical problems or changes in an individual’s level of independence (Morrow-Howell, Galucia, & Swinford, 2020). For example, home skilled nursing care is essential for monitoring vital signs and medication management to expedite life-sustaining interventions (Guerrero, Avgar, Phillips, & Sterling, 2020). Interventions may warrant the addition of a nurse’s aid to assist with living activities where functional deficits exist, or a social worker provides resources needed to improve quality of life (Guerrero et al., 2020). These services are crucial supplements to the caregiving services the elderly are now offering for each other. The absence of home care services may lead to a crisis in previously stable areas and a possible increase in new comorbidity.

Additionally, social and emotional connections to family and friends can sustain a good quality of life (Barnes, De Leon, Wilson, Bienias, & Evans, 2004; Cho, 2019). Some older African American adults embrace technology and are taking advantage of the opportunity to remain connected with family and friends during this pandemic. Others, however, view technology as a nemesis, perhaps due to disabling factors associated with their aging process. These include visual impairment, making navigating websites, or small smartphone keypads a challenge (Kuerbis, Mulliken, Muench, Moore, & Gardner, 2017). Therefore, the appreciation for features such as texting, facetime, zoom or skype, which are the prevailing means used to remain connected during the pandemic, are nonexistent (Mitzner, Savla, Boot, Sharit, Charness, Czaja, & Rogers, 2019).

Moreover, family members who recognize the communication gap often experience frustration when their crash tutorial sessions on a newly purchased computer or smartphone are met with resistance or indifference. According to Mitzner et al., “understanding the factors that influence older adults’ computer adoption is critical…” (p. 42) and may prove beneficial. Therefore, the inability of older adults to connect with others and the inherent problems this presents should be viewed as a crisis that warrants immediate attention. If not, this level of isolation can be dangerous, particularly for those who require ongoing medical support and services due to comorbid conditions.

The CDC notes that the stress and fear surrounding a new disease can be overwhelming. Often, there are sometimes more questions than answers as guidelines change with the release of further information. However, to ensure the safety of the elderly, caregivers must adopt a holistic approach and be willing to assess the risks and benefits of allowing access to services and support. For example, an elderly individual caring for a spouse with diminished independence may warrant home support to maintain the caregiver’s health and wellbeing. A homecare assessment may find that this elderly caregiver is experiencing dramatic changes to sleep patterns, eating habits, and concentration, which may warrant support. Saving loved ones from COVID-19 but allowing the degradation of their quality of life thereby compound the issues of coping with COVID-19. When considering the safety needs of elderly loved-ones, there are no
perfect plans, just thoughtful, loved one-centered projects that consider older adults’ interaction with their environment.

Actions required to keep the elderly safe during this pandemic and maintain some quality of life have inherent risks. However, effectively managing these risks serve the greater good. Whereas, taking no action can be equally, if not more harmful. Therefore, safety measures must extend beyond isolation to incorporate measures appropriate for the delivery of supportive interventions by external sources such as home care nurses, occupational or physical therapists, social workers and nursing aids.

The introduction of external resources into the environment of an older adult requires assessment and preparation. A home assessment by a social worker will determine if the environment provides the elements needed to implement a plan that enhances the quality of life for the resident while ensuring appropriate safety precautions. Elements considered may include the ability to limit the footprint by those rendering services. The designation of entry and exit points and limiting care to a particular area in the home may meet the CDC’s recommendations for six feet of physical distancing. In addition, paying attention to firm surfaces that are easy to wipe down and maintaining ample supplies for frequent handwashing is important. Furthermore, a social work assessment of the environment may determine the need for added technology such as an alert system to activate emergency medical or other devices which require minimal effort to connect with family members. Efforts to check-in frequently, whether through audio or video, is equally important to maintain valued connections thereby sustaining or improving quality of life for the elderly.
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Reflections from a Social Worker Related to COVID-19 Pandemic Job Loss
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Abstract

Surveys and newspaper articles suggest that pandemic-era “stay at home” orders negatively affect the household's stability. Although differently, all members of the family suffer (US Bureau of Labor Statistic, 2020). The experience of employment takes a particular toll of Black families. Using a first-hand experience, I share experiences gained while working in the low-income section of a large urban area located in Washington, DC, the nation’s capital.

~ ~ ~ ~

Reflections of a Social Worker in Washington DC

Typically, low-income Washingtonians utilize social services to survive. It's a lifeline for many families to keep themselves afloat (Gould & Wilson, 2020). Their access to services tells a story of the community's ability to effectively meet the needs of assigned communities. These same community-based agencies are challenged to meet the increased needs of a community during the pandemic (Gould & Wilson, 2020).

As a social worker in a non-profit agency, I address the mental health needs of residents in all parts of the city. For many families that I have worked with either one or all of the adult members were furloughed from their full-time jobs, part-time, or a combination of multiple part-time jobs (SE DC clients, personal communication, 2020). These family members typically earned below $15 per hour (SE DC clients, personal communication, 2020). Many worked jobs such as security work, within the food industry, within retail, and seasonal work in the tourism industry (SE DC clients, personal communication, 2020). During the time I worked with the extremely vulnerable families, none of those furloughed from their jobs had received their unemployment disbursements, although the applications were submitted months ago (SE DC clients, personal communication, 2020).

For individuals with families who were able to maintain employment during the COVID-19, the added stress of being the only financially responsible member within the household was burdensome (SE DC clients, personal communication, 2020). Unfortunately for these individuals in SE DC, they did not accrue paid sick leave, have a living wage, or have the resources to support themselves or their families if they become infected. In other words, they cannot afford to be sick.

When working with adult family members who were furloughed, additional consideration must also be given to the children who are equally vulnerable (SE DC clients, personal communication, 2020; Stack & Meredith, 2018). I observed that with staying at home, there was an increased need for food. This created a problem because it reduced their funds for food. This
is especially the case in areas where there are food deserts (Stack & Meredith, 2018; Swenson, 2020. With children now in the homes full time, food costs increased because more meals served in the home and higher food costs (Capital Area Food Bank, 2020; SE DC clients, personal communication, 2020). The cost of food has increased so much that food insecurity has increased because of the inadequacy of SNAP/food stamps to absorb the grocery costs. For many low-income families, the cost of food is offset through the school system in the form of either reduced or free lunches (SE DC clients, personal communication, 2020; Swenson, 2020). As a social worker, I also recognize that the social service agencies serving these families are challenged to meet the needs of the growing number of families requesting aid.

Mental Health Implications and Observations

While working with these families as the pandemic continued, I observed the following changes; (1) the rising concerns of the families about contracting the virus when navigating the outside world to complete daily errands such as going to the postal office or going to work, (2) increased levels of stress, anxiety, depression, and (3) feelings of isolation while in forced quarantine (Nirappil & Moyer, 2020).

While already pressed with the increased likelihood of experiencing socioeconomic disparities such as exclusion from health, educational, social, and economic resources, the quarantine's additional stressors add to the worsening of mental health symptoms (US Bureau of Labor Statistic, 2020). In my observations, these mental stresses were exacerbated by the typical barriers to treatment that unfairly prevented or delayed members of low-income neighborhoods and their citizens access before the pandemic.

Summary

The families that inhabit low income/socio-economic areas are in a crisis due to ongoing concerns of economic viability, access to services and stresses that they feel are beyond their control. Services that were inadequate before the COVID-19 are now being stretched beyond their capacity to perform. Many families have experienced prolonged unemployment and increased social isolation. For those who are considered essential to provide services to the public do so at their own peril, as benefits such as sick leave are elusive. Through the lens of an essential worker for these families, I understand the long-term effects that persistent poverty and limited access to services and benefits will place these families at peril for a long period of time. We as providers of services both tangible and intangible must use our voices to advocate for both policy changes and services to support families made vulnerable because of job loss and the added pressures of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Black Youth in the Juvenile Justice System, Mental Health, and COVID-19
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Abstract
Youth in the juvenile justice system, specifically those in juvenile justice facilities such as detention centers, residential treatment centers, and secure facilities, are hidden from the general public. However, they should not be forgotten during this critical time, given the COVID-19 global pandemic. Additionally, the current climate of increased attention to racial injustice and police brutality must heighten awareness of the well-being of incarcerated youth. Given the pandemic and attention to police violence against Black people, youth in juvenile facilities are an especially vulnerable population; specifically, the mental health of young people in juvenile justice, who are disproportionately Black, is at risk.

Black Youth in Juvenile Facilities
Across the United States, there are roughly 43,000 young people being held in residential juvenile justice placement facilities (Sawyer, 2019). Black youth are disproportionately represented in the juvenile justice system, despite not exhibiting greater delinquency than youth of other races/ethnicities. They are more likely than white youth to be arrested as juveniles (Rovner, 2016) and are five times more likely than white youth to be incarcerated in juvenile facilities (Equal Justice Initiative, 2017).

Data collection and availability is limited and dependent on the transparency of jurisdictions. What we do know is that at least 1,677 youth in juvenile facilities have tested positive for COVID-19 (Rovner, 2020). Staff who work in juvenile facilities are vulnerable to the coronavirus as well, and there are 2,243 known cases of staff members testing positive (Rovner, 2020). These numbers have been on an overall steady growth since data tracking began.

COVID-19 and Its Impact in Juvenile Justice
Research shows that out-of-home and facility placements are more harmful to rehabilitation and correcting maladaptive behavior (Annie E. Casey Foundation, 2020). We must reshape our thinking and consideration of this population in order to acknowledge, as well as properly address, the public health risks and deflate the emphasis of public safety risk. However, racial inequities persist in the juvenile justice system, and impact short- and long-term outcomes of youth (Trent et al, 2019). Although youth incarceration has been declining, Black and other youth of color remain overrepresented (Kruger & De Loney, 2009). Thus, due to structural inequities and systemic racism that affect Black people, Black youth in the juvenile justice system are more likely to contract COVID-19 than white youth (Green, 2020).
Mental Health Needs

Racism is a key contributor to health inequities (Gee & Ford, 2011; Gee et al., 2012; Gee et al., 2016) and many youths in the juvenile justice system have mental health needs (Keys, 2009). Thinking broadly about this issue, research supports that when Black parents experience discrimination, there is an adverse effect on their children’s mental health (Anderson et al., 2014). Among young people receiving mental health services, youth of color are more likely to receive referrals to the juvenile justice system than their white counterparts (e.g., Cauffman, Lexcen, Goldweber, Shulman, & Grisso, 2007). However, upon entry into the juvenile justice system, youth of color are less likely to receive mental health treatment (e.g., Herz, 2001), and ongoing involvement with the juvenile justice system may be related to lack of receiving adequate services (Schubert & Mulvey, 2014).

When incarcerated in the juvenile justice system, youth may experience additional detrimental experiences, such as solitary confinement, that contribute to negative long-term outcomes (Lambie & Randell, 2013). Being in a juvenile facility can be an isolating experience, and with daily life activities scheduled, there is a sense of a loss of control while incarcerated. With disruptions in accessing education and meaningful programming, and no physical contact with family members or visits from professionals who are their advocates due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it can be lonely. For many youths, experiencing these unstable times all alone is heart-wrenching.

Further, the COVID-19 pandemic may only make mental health issues and other issues, such as those related to sleep and behavior, worse (Schondelmayer, 2020). Due to the overrepresentation of Black youth in the juvenile justice system and the disproportionate impact the COVID-19 pandemic is having on many Black communities, such issues are likely exacerbated (Schondelmayer, 2020). Moreover, family visits have been halted at nearly every facility (Stop Solitary for Kids, n.d.). This limited or terminated communication between youth and their families further perpetuates distress and anxiety among incarcerated youth.

The Howard University School of Social Work (HUSSW) Black Perspective

Social justice, one of the six Black Perspective principles, is a driving force behind this article. In a time of a renewed sense of activism, a modern civil rights era, social workers must help to lead the charge against social injustice. Reardon (2019) highlights that campaigning for reform is key. Beyond the micro level work that must be done, social workers must help to advocate and influence policy that establishes major structural changes that require greater measures of jurisdictional transparency and funding for diversion and supportive services. This is true also of advocacy for racially-conscious juvenile justice system reform and increasing access to mental health services for Black youth.

Strength is another guiding principle found in the HUSSW Black Perspective. Social work operates from a strengths-based approach. It is important during this time for the strength of interpersonal relationships to be called upon. The family unit must be resourced as a strength to youth in facilities. Also, in these days of social distancing, there is a need for micro and mezzo level social work to evolve. This pandemic has given rise to the use of tele-mental health. Unfortunately, many youths have limited or no access to technology. In the same way efforts are being made to provide tele-mental health through behavior health support in schools, the same strides must be made in the juvenile justice system. Social workers must endeavor to find ways
to offset the technological disparities because even if youth have access from the facilities, the same may not be true for their family members.

**Conclusion**

Young people who are involved in the juvenile justice system, particularly those who are living outside of their home of origin and are being held in facilities, are a hidden population that are particularly vulnerable during the COVID-19 pandemic. Given the increased awareness of racial injustice, it is important to draw attention to the specific needs of Black youth; especially, in regard to their mental health. The principles of the HUSSW Black Perspective, particularly social justice and strengths, can be utilized to provide analysis and direction for addressing disparities experience by this population.
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Abstract

There is a saying, “When White America catches a cold, Black America catches pneumonia.” This scholarly analysis will delve into the current COVID-19 pandemic and negative mental outcomes for Black Americans at different ages and stages. This article will describe the impact of COVID-19 on African Americans’ mental health vulnerabilities in a life course frame of adolescence, adulthood, and late adulthood. The expressions of these vulnerabilities link directly to mental health concerns, including exacerbated senses of despair, helplessness and hopelessness that, if left untreated, can morph into clinical depression, anxiety, suicide and PTSD, if not worsened symptomology for Blacks already living with these chronic mental health challenges. The resolution of increasing the availability of culturally-sensitive mental health providers for edification and fortification during stormy times will be highlighted.

Black America is diverse (i.e. based on class, neighborhood contexts, cultural identities within the Diaspora associations, political ideologies, etc.); for each being seen in society is a complex racialized experience that is linked and an undisputed common denominator. As the COVID-19 pandemic is running rampant, in exaggerated and at times unforgiving ways, African Americans are being reported as having the highest number of cases of the disease and mortalities compared to other races. Lived experiences of being Black in America can result in despair along a continuum often beginning to take deep roots with symptom manifestation in adolescence. Patterns of impairment in adulthood and in later life, due to cumulative racial stress impact, is also recognized by many scholars (Barber et al., 2016; Myers et al., 2015). The racialized experience of being Black intersecting with the Covid-19 pandemic has created a staggering “double jeopardy” (Kirby & Kaneda, 2013; Lynch, 2008).

Early adverse experiences can brew and morph into serious mental health challenges compounded by real life traumas (e.g. vicarious racial trauma, trauma of poverty, trauma of unexpected COVID-19 losses, etc.) that give rise to mental health crises due to allostatic overload. Allostatic load, which is ‘wear and tear’ on the body/physiological systems, has been higher for Black Americans historically due to accumulated exposures to chronic stress moderated by race (Rodriguez et al., 2019; Tomfohr, Pung, & Dimsdale, 2016; Wiley, Bei, Bower, & Stanton, 2017). Some African Americans have been socialized to have by tools/strategies for coping with a callous and prejudicial world - to a degree. At this time, however, a large majority of African Americans have been pushed to the max, as an uncomfortable demand has been put on them to draw from internal reservoirs to protect and
promote their mental health resiliency in the face of two pandemics: racism and COVID-19. This raises concern for the dual pandemic effects mapping to an increase in “deaths of despair” of Black Americans.

The focus of “Deaths of Despair” has largely been on middle class White males while Black scholars have had concerns and raised the issue of the nexus of early mortalities of African Americans and mental health despair such as “suicide by cop” for some time, (Jones-Eversley, Rice, Adedoyin, & James-Townes, 2020; Plunk, Grucza, & Peglow, 2018; Scutchfield & Keck, 2017). The overlapping psychological impact on Black America at this time implicates a need for a strong arsenal of mental health providers that can demonstrate person-centered sensitivity to promote health, emotional resiliency, sense of safety, as well as affirmation of worth and value of Blacks in America.

Adolescence

Black youth are particularly vulnerable during COVID-19. Concerns mount regarding those who are well as the ensuing consequences of chronic and lasting episodes of feeling distressed upset the developing adolescent brain. Mental health incidents during the developmental window of adolescence can awaken mental illnesses such as adolescent-onset schizophrenia and Bipolar that remain maps to chronic struggles over the life spectrum (Jalbrzikowski et al., 2019). The rate of Black youth suicides has been rising within the recent decade in comparison to rate of White youth suicides (Price & Khubchandani, 2019). The flood of vicarious racism trauma combined with pandemic isolation/disconnection during an already challenging developmental phase of life raises deepened concerns for the mental health trajectory of an entire sector of the adolescent population.

“Deaths of Despair” are a striking concern for Black youth, as studies are revealing a heightened risk for fatal mental health-associated outcomes for recent adolescent cohorts (Jones & Neblett, 2017; Shain, 2019; Walker et al., 2019). Vicarious racism/trauma is being cited as a contributing factor to Black youths’ maladjusted states in the present, as continuous rebroadcasting of police victimizations of persons of color on social media and major broadcasting networks serve to be a constant reminder of a predisposition to injustice landing at one’s own proverbial front door. Found in the minority youth study by Barzilary et al. (2019), high stress load was associated with increased psychopathology in all clinical areas (i.e. internalizing/externalizing behaviors and psychosis spectrum), as well as intensified suicidal ideation and cannabis use. Black youth fragility is a serious concern, with an increasing focus being placed on interventions to help minority youth cope with racial sufferings that are no fault of their own (Anderson et al. 2018; Graves et al., 2017; Robinson, Seaman, Montgomery & Winfrey, 2018). A paramount imperative should be the protection of the developing adolescent brain of all youth across the nation.

Adulthood

An exorbitant amount of chronic stress for African American adults has ensued with the onset of the COVID-19 crisis. It must be situated that African Americans in the mainstream workforce are at increased financial risk due to the legacy of racial discrimination. African Americans are disproportionately in lower occupational positions and with less power in society. As a result,
when the economy stagnates, as with the case of the COVID-19 pandemic, African Americans are vulnerable. African Americans, as an aggregate, face greater changes of experiencing layoffs and reduced hours when the economy takes a dive. The weight of financial stress added to previous unresolved stressors, elevated racial injustice-related stress, the ongoing stress of having to navigate virtual learning at home with children, for some, and the increased likelihood of being personally impacted by someone testing positive for Covid-19 are all myriad sources of feeling in a ‘perpetual storm’ and at a potential breaking point during a globally unprecedented time.

The burden of caregiving is also expected to be exacerbated for many African Americans during the pandemic. Many African Americans are dutiful caregivers, sometimes across multiple generations, with the caregiving tradition as a sacred cultural practice across the African diaspora (Burton, 1996; Nkongho & Archbold, 1995; Sheridan, Burley, Hendricks & Rose, 2014; Willert & Minnotte, 2019). Feelings of despair and helplessness, associated with separation from loved ones, is heightened for African Americans not being able to see loved one’s in nursing homes or in correctional institutions to ensure that the health and safety of loved ones are being maintained in historical institutions of mistrust. While African Americans may cast an image of being able to always hold it together as a symbol of strength, cultural coping styles can be a risk factor for depression and suicide, particularly with African American women (Green, 2019).

**Late adulthood**

The golden years for African Americans often diverge from being as ‘golden’ in comparison to those of their White counterparts due to cumulative factorial threats (i.e. allostatic overload, the toll of chronic discriminatory experiences, the strain of social isolation, etc.) that all come to a head with the development of chronic conditions, whether physical or mental comorbidities. Black Americans may have worked just as hard as their non-Black counterparts while blunted from wealth-building opportunities and the assurance of financial security into their adulthoods. Undue hardships and negative prejudicial treatments can overshadow the lives of African Americans over a span of decades in their adult years. Internalization of racial assumptions also has intertwined relationships with self-determination, self-esteem, and decision-making in adult years. The consequences of ill-informed decisions can have lasting effects as Blacks age and are forced to examine existential questions such as “Did my life matter?” In the midst of COVID-19, older African Americans are taxed with staying safe while knowing they have been pitted as being at risk for serious Covid-19 complications that can result in death.

**Promising Intervention**

The integration of culturally tailored cognitive behavioral therapy is a strong recommendation to address the mental health needs of African Americans during this dual pandemic time point (Jonassaint et al., 2017; Kelly, 2019; Wilson & Cottone, 2013). Meditation and mindfulness practices amongst persons of color have traction in many therapeutic and non-therapeutic persons of color spaces and should be introduced to service providers that serve large African American populations. In addition, it is sage practice to explore and esteem practices, such as faith traditions that have healing components, which are organic to persons of color. There is mounting research evidence that faith practices are integral to reducing cortisol level (Shattuck &
Muehlenbein, 2018; Tartaro, Luecken, & Gunn, 2005). Lastly, targeted interventions for minority youth have been given increased focus in recent decades with acknowledgement that not enough time, resources and research have been put into curbing the time of chronic mental health disturbances. Promising interventions for therapists that embody being Therapist that want to feel more confident in offering developmentally-oriented and culturally sensitive therapies to consider utilizing at their discretion can consider the following interventions as guides for practice in addressing to address the pressing needs of the minority youth at this time include: AAKOMA Family Leadership over Adolescent Depression (AAKOMA FLOA) intervention (Belgrave & Berry, 2016; Breland-Noble, 2012); EMBRace intervention (Anderson et al., 2018); Learning to BREATHE (L2B) intervention (Fung et al., 2019) and The Project Loss and Survival Team (LAST) intervention (Salloum, 2006; Belgrave & Berry, 2016).
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An Underrated Source of Support for African Americans

Sandra A. Gammons, MSW, LGSW

Abstract

As an African American social worker with a special interest in Veterinary Social Work, I am interested in the mental health support that pets provide their human owners specifically within the African American community. This article will outline the substantive mental health benefits pets can provide for African Americans during a pandemic.

Mental health in the Black community has always been fragile—individually and collectively. Yet African Americans’ mental health has adapted because the mental health DNA is fiercely protected and covered by the over extension of resiliency (Williams & Williams-Morris, 2000).

African Americans survived and thrived while enduring and managing the emotional, psychological, and psychosocial remnants of slavery. Mental health includes emotional, psychological, and social well-being. It affects how people think, feel, and act. Mental health is shaped by life experiences, biological make-up and family history. It is no wonder that research finds that many African Americans experience mental health issues (Graham, Chung & Grinstein-Weiss, 2020).

The Reconstruction period in American history, adverse childhood trauma, the criminalization of people of color, blatant prejudice and micro-aggressions, disproportionate rates of unemployment and poverty, and in general, being Black in America have all negatively impacted the mental health of African Americans. The unreasonable amount of daily stress experienced by African Americans often impedes their ability to cope. This overloading of stress can cause physical health issues such as high blood pressure, heart disease, obesity, diabetes and other health problems (Crewe & Gourdie, 2019).

When COVID-19 was added to this mix of conditions, the stress dynamic increased seven-fold. Business closings, furloughs and layoffs left many African Americans without a paycheck. Social isolation entered a different dimension. Daily, 24-hour “lockdowns” left both white and blue-collar African Americans home alone, unable to socialize with people at work or in social settings. Suddenly, nuclear, extended, and created families were all at home together which, for many, created an increasingly stressful environment. Food insecurities became evident, sleeping arrangements, and physical safety concerns all contributed to the increased stress levels in households. Many African Americans were also essential service workers who were working double shifts and risking contracting the virus and bringing it home to their families. The stress of media news reports and social media postings that validated the pandemic’s disproportionate effects in African American communities, coupled with the lack of testing and symptoms being ignored, added more dimensions to an already overstressed population.

Fortunately, African Americans are achieving some stress relief by taking care of their pets. A pet is defined as an animal that resides with a human, with no expectation to work or to generate goods.
to be sold for money that contributes to their household income. In 2018, Branding Research found that 44% of African Americans owned pets (Miles, 2018). Pets provide companionship and support, reduce stress and provide a sense of purpose to their human companions (Robinson, 2019). Research has also discovered that interacting with animals has been shown to decrease levels of cortisol (a stress-related hormone) and to lower blood pressure. Other studies have observed that animals can reduce loneliness, increase feelings of social support, and boost a person’s mood (NIH, 2018).

During the stressful time of the pandemic, pets provided stress relief by offering comfort, support, and companionship. As normal time constraints became a nonissue, and days and weeks blurred together, pets provided the stability of a daily routine. Caring for pets requires a routine that usually involves meal preparation and feeding, daily outings to relieve themselves, and some level of exercise. These activities allowed pet owners the opportunity to go outside and breathe fresh air, whereas non-pet owners often confined themselves to their dwellings. The Handbook of Animal Assisted Therapies states, “People use the language of relationships to describe their perceptions of pet ownership: a good friend, company, just like a member of the family, stops me feeling lonely, he loves me, someone to talk to, and so on” (Fine, 2010, p. 73).

Pets are a living presence in the home, providing unconditional love and serving as a sounding board and confidant. There is something special about a pet owner who tangibly extends a kindness to the world around them by caring for and feeding pets. Americans are so dedicated to the well-being of their pets that spending on household animals has continued to rise every single year since 1994, and now is expected to hit almost $100 billion by the end of 2020 (Zoomroom.com, 2019).

An entire industry has been created to watch pets from afar, to offer/give treats remotely, dress them up in coats and boots, and offer supplements for aging pets. Anyone who owns a pet will likely say that his/her pet is a part of the family. Be it a bird, iguana, Guinea pig, donkey, alpaca, horse, dog or cat, a pet provides a sense of completeness, love, balance, and comfort to their household. Pets teach people valuable lessons about responsibility, caring for the living, the aging process, separation, pain and death. They also provide unconditional love through sickness and health, good times and bad, personal crisis or global pandemic. As a pet integrates into the family, the human-animal bond is formed. The American Veterinary Medical Association defines the human-animal bond as a mutually beneficial and dynamic relationship between people and animals that is influenced by behaviors considered essential to the health and well-being of both (Donlin, 2020).

In conclusion, during the COVID-19 pandemic, pets have provided substantive mental health support for African Americans. During this time of self-isolation, mandated quarantines, and loss of routines that provide human interaction, pets have decreased isolation, increased purpose, and motivated people in this circumstance to maintain a general routine which interrupts the thought process that ignites depression. Pets are crucial in providing companionship and positively influencing health traits.
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Are Our Children Safe During the Pandemics?

Ruby M. Gourdine, MSW, DSW, LICSW, LCSW
Howard University School of Social Work

Abstract

Children are the most susceptible citizens of any country and they are especially vulnerable during pandemics of epic proportion. Children are currently exposed to COVID-19, racism at
local and national levels and politics that are particularly antagonistic. Their well-being is a concern because they are witnessing a public health crisis and violence on a frequent basis. Furthermore, their families are overwhelmed and under stress which may pose risks to children in their homes. Of specific concern is the quality of protection that social workers can offer when they suspect neglect or abuse of children during a pandemic. There is concern that the virtual services offered to vulnerable families is not enough protect children at risk of harm. This essay will briefly discuss the concerns about child protection during our current crises.

The Academy of Pediatrics reinforces the role of Child Welfare system as providing three distinct services and those are providing safety, permanency, and well-being (APA, 2020). Providing services under the pandemic has challenged child welfare system to innovate how they will serve children and families. The reporting of families who neglect and abuse children will be more difficult because the typical systems used to do reporting are working remotely or are quarantined. Being isolated during the pandemic can cause mental health concerns for children who might already be distanced from families of origin and now are not able to have visits with them. There are many concerns for both social workers and families during these times of uncertainty and fear. There is unreliable messaging to the public in general and one can assume that this inconsistency causes confusion among those responsible for helping children. Further, the systems that are supposed to be a safety net often have disparate policies and practices and families may be afraid of being unfairly targeted (Hager, 2020).

Unfortunately, the child welfare system is currently under increased scrutiny because of the pandemic. The child welfare system is already experiencing examination for inconsistent services to all children served (Wexler, 2020), particularly for children of color. For example, there is disproportionate entry and length of stay of African American children in the child welfare system (Chibnall, Dutch, Harden, Smith, Brown, Gourdine, Boone, & Snyder, 2003). The current pandemic (COVID-19) exacerbates the systemic and structural elements in the child welfare system that overregulate people of color who experience excessive poverty, lack of health care, and poor housing.

The families most impacted by COVID-19 are low income, have caregivers who are essential workers, and without resources and support needed to maintain family stability during a pandemic. These conditions frequently result in foster care placement for children of color. It is important to note that many child welfare reports made to child protective services are not substantiated because of a lack of cultural sensitivity for families (Wexler, June 15, 2020).

Additionally, Hager (2020) addresses the issue of focusing on low income children during the pandemic as being more vulnerable for neglect and abuse. All families, including middle and upper income families, are dealing with the same parenting challenge of having to provide child care, home schooling, and dealing with other family issues. As stated earlier, the perceptions about low income families make them more vulnerable to system inequalities and adverse outcomes with child welfare.

This author reviewed several articles expressing the concern that child welfare services (i.e. investigations into child neglect and abuse) are being compromised by the child welfare system
as many child welfare providers are working remotely or working in the field without personal protective equipment when visiting homes (American Academy of Pediatrics, 2020; James-Brown, 2020; Child Welfare League of America, nd; & Wexler, 2020). The problem of providing a safety net for children during a pandemic system has to be concerned about the workers who serve the children and their families. All are at risk.

Child welfare concerns are not limited by those children who are in the system but includes concerns about child wellbeing. Child wellbeing includes how a child is adjusting to society and its expectations. These issues are evident in school and in other services families might partake in rearing their children.

**Societal Issues Impacting Child Wellbeing and Mental Health**

Parenting stress implies increased mental health problems and therefore places children at risk of mental health distress as well (Brown, S. M., Doom, J. R., Lechuga-Pena, S., Enos Watamura, S., & Koppels, T., 2020). Novoa and Morrissey (2020) recent surveys of families’ experiences during the pandemic suggest parents affected by financial hardship are also experiencing greater distress, which in turn creates emotional difficulties among children (p.1.). They also indicate that there are wide racial disparities in exposure to adversity and that compared with young white children—of whom 7 percent experience multiple adversities—the percentage of children experiencing multiple adversities is approximately twice as high for Black and non-Hispanic other children, at 15 percent and 14 percent, respectively (p.3.). These disparities implicate structural racism and the racial divide is being played out publicly.

While dealing with the COVID-19 children are viewing and experiencing America’s original sin-racism. They are not immune to marches, TV news and debates about police brutality as well hearing other unpleasant discussions. A statement by the American Academy of Pediatrics follows:

“The American Academy of Pediatrics condemns racism in all forms. And pediatricians are deeply concerned about the effects of racism on children. Even various racism- second hand racism witnessed through social media, conversations with friends or family, or media imagines-harms children’s health.” (Heard – Garris & Douge’p.1, 2020)

This highlights not just the vulnerability of physical health issues caused by the COVID-19 but the mental health challenges of dealing within our own society that promotes messages that some children are not worthy. It is not surprising that there is an increase in the suicide rate amongst African American children ages 5-11 (SAMHSA, 2019). Recommendations for this trend include early identification, outreach, knowledge of family/community factors, and culturally responsive mental health services (SAMHSA, 2019). We must adhere to the following practices to help maintain child wellbeing during these perilous times.

- Check in with your child
- Observe child's behavior
· Limit child’s media exposure

· Check your own emotions

· Use teachable moments (Heard-Garris & Douge’, 6/1/2020).

**Conclusion**

Children are vulnerable to these pandemics and particularly children of color. They have a less protection for their health needs, and they suffer from racism both systemic and structural. The child welfare system is required to protect children but has been criticized about service provision to children of color in particular. Furthermore, we cannot ignore these dangerous times when children are exposed to unbridled racism and are questioning their own safety in society. Some children have express fear that they might live until adulthood. Adults must provide safe spaces regardless of whether, they are in child welfare systems or in their homes. This author has listed a few strategies for helping children deal with these circumstances. Hopefully, this will help them adjust and cope in a society that might not understand the dangers and full extent of disparate health services and the impact of racism. The time is now is to care for and protect our children in ways that promote health and welfare as they grow into productive citizens.
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The Character of America and the COVID-19 Pandemic

Annie Woodley Brown, MSW, DSW
Professor Emerita, Howard University

Abstract

Three dimensions of the American character have brought us to a pivotal and critical point in this moment of American history – racism, individualism, and anti-intellectualism. This article will explore how the pandemic that has overtaken us, exposes the fault lines in our society in relation to the response to and treatment of African Americans.

~ ~ ~ ~

A time of crisis reveals the character of people, organizations, and nations. And that character has consequences for how an entity perceives and responds to the crisis. In the case of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States, three dimensions of the American character have brought us to a pivotal point – racism, individualism, and anti-intellectualism. The epidemic that has overtaken us exposes the fault lines and exacerbates the negative aspects of America's portrait. Like the picture of Dorian Gray, these character flaws have distorted the image we have of our country as the greatest nation on earth. The intersectionality of these dimensions of the American character in a time of crisis has placed our democracy in peril.

I speak of the American character's dimensions in broad generalities; I know that they do not give an absolute rendering of the American portrait. I am reminded of Paul Tillich's conviction:

“the character of the human condition, like the character of all life, is ‘ambiguity’: the inseparable mixture of good and evil, of true and false, of creative and destructive forces—both individual and social (Tillich, 1963).

Nevertheless, at a time when the world faces a coronavirus pandemic, the United States with 5 per cent of the world’s population has 29 percent of the deaths (Chambie, 2020) !t is my belief that these aspects of the character of this nation singly and in interaction with each other contribute to the condition in which we find ourselves. These negative aspects of the American character, exacerbated by the crisis of a pandemic, have left us bereft of leadership at the executive level.

Take racism, resulting from the dehumanization of a people through slavery. It has been a part of this country since its infancy; and it manifests itself in the current pandemic through the disproportionate number of infectious deaths among African Americans. The descendants of those once enslaved have suffered through generations of unequal access to the “American Dream” because of discrimination in voting, employment, education, and housing, the fundamental rights of citizenship in a democracy. Being further traumatized by violence at the hands of police, mass incarceration, and a “War on Drugs” that amounted to a war on Black people in urban communities left many African Americans vulnerable, in the crosshairs of the
coronavirus epidemic. The economic inequity, health disparities, and historical trauma have all combined with increasing the risk for African Americans disproportionately to become victims of COVID-19.

Individualism, a prized aspect of the American character, has stressed the response to this pandemic. Individualism, as a concept in the extreme, is the self-affirmation of the individual self as the primary actor without regard to that self’s participation in its world. But a prized trait can also become a weakness, an "Achilles heel" for a society in times of crisis when a more collective sense of being is needed. In the case of the coronavirus pandemic, when there is need for constraints on movement within the society, this strain of the American character manifests itself as assertions of an individual’s right not to comply with requests to wear masks, to shelter in place for an extended time, avoid large gatherings etc. These requests have been interpreted as an attack on individual liberty. The states’ attempt to govern for the welfare of the whole in some instances were met with a resolute individualism co-mingled with references to the Second Amendment (the right to bear arms) and supported by the ideological manipulation of a racist president.

Anti-intellectualism in the United States is a kind of historical undercurrent in the character of the nation. Richard Hofstader, in his seminal work in 1964 on Anti-intellectualism in American Life, describes how the vast underlying foundations of anti-elite, anti-reason and anti-science has been infused into America’s political and social fabric, and that there is a cyclical nature to its manifestation in American life at various times in history.

At this time in 2020, we are in a downward cycle and have been for at least a decade. Ascribed by some as a backlash to the election of an African American President in 2008, the anti-intellectual strain in the American character combined with racism to elect in 2016, a President with a disdain for science, for truth, for expertise, and who dabbles in conspiracy theories. Lacking the intellectual capacity to lead in this crisis of a COVID-19 pandemic, this President presides over a country that leads the world in the number of infections and the number of deaths from the coronavirus pandemic. Not only is the health of the nation at stake, but the very foundation of our democracy is at risk. We were placed at risk by an anti-intellectual revolt of the South and "rustbelt" against perceived “bi-coastal intellectual elites” who set a person in the White House unprepared to lead.

**Summary**

In recent weeks the conditions associated with the COVID-19 pandemic have been exacerbated by the naked racism of police brutality in killing unarmed Black people: men, and women. These incidents have sent tens of thousands of citizens into the streets (in this country and abroad) in protest against racism and police brutality. In some ways, the negative aspects of the American character are being challenged by the American character's actual dimensions – morality, equality, generosity, fairness, the desire to live up to the ideals we hold in common. We will need all these attributes and more if we are to move toward a more equitable, less racist, less violent American society.
As we rebuild the social fabric of this country, we will need to rebuild the mental health system (so long neglected) to address the grief, loss, anger, displacement, and disorientation left in the wake of the pandemic the unraveling of the social order.
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COVID-19- SOUTH AFRICA:
Subjugated by the Pandemic
and the Reality of Health Disparities
For Black Citizens

Sibulelo Gawulayo & Marcel P. Londt
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Abstract

Archbishop Emeritus, Desmond Tutu is credited with coining the phrase, Rainbow Nation, frequently used by the late Nelson Mandela. Both leaders willed South Africans to adopt this persona proudly and celebrate their diversity. Countries and citizens are often united during specific events or crises. Some events for South Africa include the Rugby World Cup victories, hosting the Soccer World Cup in 2010, and sadly, the passing of Nelson Mandela.

COVID-19 is yet another such crisis that could, allegedly, unite South Africa in the fighting of this war. However, South Africa is different from other countries, as it claims to have achieved democracy, but remains divided. This discord is a constant reminder that the lived reality for disadvantaged communities, generally, and Black people, in particular, has not changed. Consequently, the Rainbow Nation does not exist for many.

In South Africa, advantaged individuals are able to manage the courtship with this silent enemy, COVID-19. They possess the resources, and an inherent capacity, outside the stretched provisions of the state. This implies that they are able to adhere to social distancing constraints, employ the sanitation requirements, self-isolate, and access healthcare intervention whenever they need to. In contrast, others are not as fortunate. Some do not have sufficient water supply to satisfy their thirst, let alone wash their hands. Clearly, this pandemic means different realities to the many peoples of South Africa.

During January 2020, the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) was declared a global pandemic, as well as a public health emergency, by the World Health Organisation (WHO, 2020). Following the rapid rise in the number of positive COVID-19 cases in South Africa, on 23 March 2020, the president declared a 21-day national lockdown aimed at reducing the exponential rise in the spread of the virus. The national lockdown introduced restrictive regulations, aimed at limiting social movement, by suspending some economic activities, with the proviso to only sell and purchase essential goods (Schröder et al., 2020). The restrictions affected all areas of life for South African citizens, including access to the judiciary and the loss of achieving justice; however, for this paper, the lens used is the investigation of health disparities that emerged since the imposition of the lockdown restrictions.

Generally, in countries like South Africa, infectious diseases have always highlighted the health disparities of poor black communities (Boutayeb, 2010; Pillay-van Wyk et al., 2016). The South
African historical policies, practiced under the Apartheid system, have a well-known, lasting legacy that reflects socioeconomic inequalities, which left the majority of black communities with a lack of essential resources (Pillay-van Wyk et al., 2016). In addition, Ataguba and Alaba (2012), as well as Benatar (2013) argue that there is a strong correlation between the lack of financial resources and ill health. The latter is further supported by Mukong, Van Walbeek, and Ross (2017), who confirm that people in underprivileged communities live in tragic health conditions, which exacerbates wellness and good health. Many factors, such as the lack of sanitation, or poor sanitation, absence of clean water, extremely overcrowded housing, as well as the proximity to waste fill areas, create unhealthy conditions, which provide a fertile breeding ground for disease. These circumstances remain in stark contrast to well resourced, privileged communities. Despite the intervention policies that have been implemented to reduce the inequalities and the distribution of economic resources, observable economic inequalities still persist in South Africa, reflecting the gap between the poor and the rich (Khaoya, Leibbrandt, & Woolard, 2015).

A recent study explored the influence of diseases (stroke) in underprivileged communities in South Africa (Gawulayo, 2019), and was guided by an explorative and descriptive design through the use of a qualitative research approach. The in-depth, semi-structured interview was employed as the data collection tool, which data were transcribed verbatim, thereafter. The findings of Gawulayo’s (2019) research revealed that diseases have a severe impact on the financial wellbeing of the family, which subsequently affects the family’s functioning patterns. Bradshaw et al. (2019) concur with this finding, as their research, conducted in South Africa, revealed uneven experiences to the aftermath of diseases because of unequal health resources. However, an interesting theme emerged from the data of Gawulayo’s (2019) research, which illuminated the presence of health disparities in a society that remains unequal and divided. It revealed that the reality for black communities, regarding equal access to proper health care, has not changed, and poor, black people often experienced further humiliation, when attempting to access the meagre and stretched provision of health care services in South Africa. This current pandemic simply highlighted, again, that poor, rural communities experienced greater deprivation and an elevated rate of infection.

Therefore, an area of great concern, after the implementation of the lockdown restrictions, was the impact of health disparities on underprivileged black communities. Braveman (2014) explains that health disparity refers to the health differences observed through social, or environmental disadvantages, as well as economic resources. Health disparities affect those individuals who have experienced environmental or economic disadvantages in these social determinants of health, geographic location, socioeconomic status or power, mental health, race, ethnicity, religion, disability, age, and any other form of historical discrimination (Braveman, 2014).

This subjugation, experienced by the majority of South African citizens, poses a challenge to the government, who masquerade as the bastion of democracy, to pursue all avenues, in an effort to ensure that all citizens have equal access to good health care, while enjoying their right to dignity.
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“When Enough Is Enough!”
Robert Cosby, MSW, PhD

Abstract
This article will explore race's idea as a factor in discussions about social justice and disparities of mental health, employment, housing, et.al. in the time of the COVID-19 Pandemic. Among the issues for discussion: ideas of color and race from the perspective of revisiting successes in Civil Rights policies, practices, and the impact on African Americans given the newer realities of Racism as seen from the Black Perspective. The following questions are posed with opportunities for reflection and review: When the past is prologue for the present and issues of race are at the forefront, what do social workers of color do? What happens when repeated events shake you to your core? The words ‘I can’t breathe’ takes on a new level of meaning that people of color cannot escape. What does it mean to see life drained from another human being and have to watch helplessly as help is ignored or pushed away by those who are supposed to protect and serve? We know when we cannot breathe, nothing else matters in this material world. To serve and protect takes on different meanings, depending on color and socio-economic status. When so many African Americans have lost their lives for reasons that do not comport with equality and equity, we must no longer accept that justice will be done sometime, if at all. For advocates of social justice, what do our responses tell us and what do the answers to the questions mean for Social Workers taught in the Black Perspective in these times of trial? And last, what could policy change look like?

“When Enough Is Enough: Justice or Just Us?”

Discussion about race and Racism in the United States has become worthy of the front-page news (Kendi, 2017; Horowitz, Brown & Cox, 2019; Harmoni, 2020). Researchers, commentators, social media influencers, and every day Americans all are seeing the issues of race and Racism in the U.S; and depending on perspective, they abhor, condone, expect, denounce or cheer the events of police brutality. There is a madness in the air that has brought all of this to a fevered pitch and respiratory concern. Pleas of "I can't breathe" are no longer passé. The novel coronavirus called COVID-19 has accelerated the public’s focus on the fear of illness and death. Yet, this pain associated with “I can’t breathe” makes ‘us’ want to holler. When one cannot breathe, nothing else matters; and African Americans have been struggling to breathe for far too long.

The case can be made that the struggle for African Americans began on ships in 1618 that arrived on the shores of North America in 1619, where slaves fettered and chained were welcomed to a new land (Hannah-Jones, & Elliott, 2019). They brought their physical and psychic pain which was passed down through epigenetic transmission and through their mitochondria over generations (Yehuda, et.al. 2016). The American Indian tribes could have told Black slaves of this pain brought by White men denying or taking all that was made possible by the Great Creator. White European Americans showed that they were eager to colonize and pillage their New World. The New World also provided opportunities for the escaped and freed
persons who made their homes and secured settlements. Despite many slaves that escaped and those that died trying to escape these new immigrants were among the first to accept their role, willful or not, as builders of the new America. White Americans talk about the White Fathers of our country as Forefathers of the country. Yet, African and African American slaves were freedom fighters well before it was in vogue. They would spend generations as African Americans fighting for their freedom (Raiford, 2011). They may individually have kissed the ground and thanked their God or gods; they survived and were not on the bottom of the ship’s hold. Their fetid bodies were stacked like firewood, unable to bathe or toilet themselves. They were without so many things we think of as necessities. And when many expired, these martyrs were sacrificed and fed to the sharks, in as routine a way as a police officer can kneel on a man’s neck until he expires. It is in this routine way of silence and seeming indifference that we look back on captains’ writing about losing freight cargo on the perilous Middle Passage (Falola & Warnock, 2007).

These surviving slaves embraced the Black Perspective (Gourdine and Brown, 2016), in whole and in part, and worked to communicate with one another. Coming from many parts of Central and West Africa, secure communication was not given (Fabre, 1999). Their collective survival depended upon communication. These slaves, ancestors, and forefathers of this country shared several of the Black Perspective principles. They saw their strength to survive as a necessity and affirming their past, and they hoped for their future. They embraced vivification by bringing to life their experiences, their ability to persevere, cry in anger, and laugh at the irony and the small victories along the paths circling the mountains of oppression. These slaves and their offspring used what they knew and learned. They took what they could to enliven all that was important to them. They added to the beginnings of the Black Church; working as masons and ironworkers, they took and added what they could to their belief system, to their music, to their learning and endurance, and to their sharing of their stories (Clark-Pujara, 2016).

These African American slaves never gave up on social justice, whether in their lifetimes or in the generations that came after. They understood that survival meant embracing diversity and acceptance as children of a mighty God, but they accepted their struggle and provided sustenance in their walk towards freedom. They used whatever they could to embrace a new world that did not accept them as first-class citizens based on their skin color. They practiced internationalization just coming from the African Continent to the Caribbean, to South America, and North America. And they survived. Their slave and freed person legacy of pain and survival made way for a new world that they embraced in whole and in part, as architects and laborers of the United States of America.

For good or bad, African Americans have helped make the stew and eat what the oppressors do not want. We have been made to eat a bitter stew with burned ingredients and bitter herbs of Racism and sexism. Survival has brought terrible trauma from the 1600s until today, where one must still struggle to be accepted for the content of his or her character. At the same time, they are criticized as unimportant, as the oppressed, and killed too often for their skin color. And so, we come by these truths honestly that some people are treated more equally than others in the United States of America. Some would argue that the Supreme Court Dred Scott v. Sanford's decision in 1857, where Mr. Scott, a slave, sued unsuccessfully for his freedom, and the Plessy v. Ferguson decision in 1896, which upheld the Separate and Unequal Doctrine have not left us.
This oppression lingers…in overt and nuanced ways. And so, now, when Mental Health needs to overpower our ability to meet the oppressors, we are told to be silent, as the slavers told slaves to be silent in the hold of the slave ships. We are told to live with our pain, sit with it before us, and let it kill us.

Now post-traumatic stress trauma has re-emerged in our DNA, in our telomeres, and in our levels of brain dysfunction, triggered by real and sometimes psychic pain shared in our amygdala, that reptilian part of the brain that held the memories of wild beasts and attackers so we remembered what to do. We often cannot talk about these terrors. We recognize from diagnosed symptoms in the DSM-5 Manual, such as depression and bipolar I and II, that many neuroses and sometimes psychoses continue to plague our communities. Some resort to self-medication. There is a pain in knowing that there is little or no relief from the onslaught of Racism and its related oppression. Endocrine hormones and chemicals trigger them, as well as Pain receptors also called nociceptors. These chemicals and genetic telomeres are directly and indirectly linked to the pain associated with generations of experiences (Haussmann & Heidinger, 2015, Yahuda, et.al. 2016).

And Still, We Rise

African Americans have shorter life expectancies than many other groups. Researchers are now finding some of the links to shorter life expectancy include extra amounts of cortisol in the bloodstream (Boucher, & Plusquellec, (2019), typically triggered by excessive worry and danger that result in fight or flight responses to experiences, such as those comparable to living in unsafe neighborhoods due to violence or environmental stresses. These stresses can trigger conditions such as asthma, which can lead to respiratory problems and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), cardiac issues, depression, and other ailments (Jackson, et.al. 2010).

These disparities have not gone away. In 1998 a Presidential Initiative on Race and Health convened to discuss how to eliminate Health Disparities. In 2020 we ask how COVID-19 could uncover so many disparities in our country… the country that was supposed to have the best healthcare system in the world. Now we must qualify that the best healthcare for those with great health insurance, etc.

For Black and Brown people, and others without health insurance or who are not eligible for the Affordable Care Act (ACA), we see in detail as Social Workers, up close, that the disparities have not gone away. There is still a lack of access to healthcare, primary, and specialty care. As identified by Copeland (2005), there remains a need to address increased morbidity, mortality, and disability among African Americans. Many define a need for better diagnostic treatment and prevention strategies, as well as the need for rigorous population and epidemiology research. It is suggested that the disparities affecting African Americans are highly variable with unclear and complicated reasons for disparities across many settings and can be unveiled in many ways.

So, we have precise data and examples across the country. The equation looks like this: less healthcare and less measurement can result in poor health outcomes. The data associated with the COVID-19 Pandemic reveals that poor health care, inadequate housing and higher unemployment combine to make African Americans less safe and at risk in stressful jobs in
public settings where Blacks are more susceptible to illness and possible death. There are a race and wealth component (Oliver, Shapiro & Shapiro, 2006) that many do not want to discuss. When COVID-19 was ravaging China, leadership in the U.S. did not see a need to heed warnings from the World Health Organization (WHO) or the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) that the U.S. needed to check our geographic borders, set up better testing sites for rapid testing across all parts of the U.S. and strengthen our urgent care and emergent care settings. Yet, this Pandemic has been exposed to the U.S. in ways that make us respect death as the grim reaper. As African Americans, we find like others, that our grieving is individual and personal, and yet we cannot gather to be present for those transitioning and for those called home. We find we cannot assemble for funerals unless we social distance and meet with not more than 10 to 50 individuals at a time, depending on the location. We see ourselves in a strange place where saying goodbye is taken from us. Death is present yet distant, and we are like slaves with family and loved ones who are sold and taken from us in the night.

COVID-19 has affected older adults, and yes, many older African Americans. Illness and the resilience of healing are hoped and prayed for after healthcare providers have done their best. Death without a kiss goodbye or prayer and touch before our loved one’s leave can be heart-wrenching. For those who cannot self-quarantine, we know not whether the time will be in their bedroom or living room, or in Nursing Homes and other Home and community-based care settings, or in the Hospital. We find that our lessons learned include better preparation for the possibility of next time; better testing sites throughout the country at airports, at urgent care centers, at pharmacies, and at places where African Americans can be tested, not just in hospitals. And we have learned that all must be able to afford the costs of care.

So, the disparities have not gone away. Discussions about social justice and differences in the time of the COVID 19 Pandemic must be more focused. African Americans have been suffering through the effects of hundreds of years of disparities. So, now African Americans have a threefold Pandemic (P3) P–Cubed (Racism, Job Unemployment, and COVID-19 Pandemic/Healthcare Crisis). We have the Healthcare COVID-19 Pandemic, we have the Racism Pandemic, and we have the Unemployment Pandemic in the U.S. that is strangling us. Together we have been forced to revisit what Racism means for African Americans, not because we do not know, but because we have to explain why we know that there is an unwritten covenant for Whites and a separate one for Blacks (Serwer, 2020) where both are supposed to know that Whites can do many more things without repercussions than can Blacks.

So now we are in yet another crisis. It is a moral crisis where we are revisiting how Police Protect and Serve, how we have strayed from our U.S. Constitution and how our Civil Rights legislation can and should be beefed up to address the many atrocities that are occurring across the U.S. and primarily perpetrated upon African Americans. We are forced to revisit color and race from visiting successes in Civil Rights policies, practices, and the impact on African Americans in communities (Omi and Winant, 2014). We are asked to look dispassionately down the muzzle of guns pointed at us and not feel somehow that we have seen and know this feeling of being alone deep in our souls. We have been second class citizens for too long. Given the newer realities of Racism, we see oppression from a different lens than our forefathers and foremothers. We see it through the lens of the Black Perspective (Howard, 2018). We know that it is our strength, our resilience that will help to set us free.
African Americans have stood for liberty, “indivisible with liberty and justice for all” for a long time. We ask, “What do we have to do to get some respect?” We know, as social workers, that if we work together for change, it will come From Harriet Tubman to Crispus Attucks to Doris Miller to Breonna Taylor to George Floyd and so many others who have shed their blood; our past is prologue for our future. The words “I can’t breathe” take on a new level of meaning that we see with our eyes and hear with our ears, both consciously and in our minds. For people of color, it is a message that we cannot escape. We cannot stand by idly while repeated events shake us to our core. The words “I can't breathe” take on a new level of meaning that people of color cannot escape. Who expects to see life drained from another human being and must watch helplessly as help is ignored or pushed away by those who are supposed to protect and serve?

We know when we can breathe, nothing else matters in this material world. We continue to be reminded that serving and protecting takes on different meanings, depending on color and socio-economic status. So, here we are…

When so many African Americans have lost their lives for reasons that do not comport with equality and equity, we must no longer accept that justice will be done sometime, if at all. For advocates of the Black Perspective, now is the time for social justice, for policy change, for practice change, for standing up. We are Social workers who stand for change, for social justice for diversity, for internationalization, for vivification, affirmation and strength. For Social Workers taught in the Black Perspective in these times of trial, we are asked to do more. We can begin again on a new journey remembering the Middle Passage and the Building of our nation and standing for justice…for all.
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Can We Just Breathe?

Tracy Robinson Whitaker
Howard University School of Social Work
Commentary

Abstract
In the Spring of 2020, two public health pandemics raged across the United States—COVID-19 and racism. Both pandemics disproportionately affected members of the African American community. Although the pandemics generated different responses, their convergence may result in lasting systemic change.

~ ~ ~ ~

In the spring of 2020, two public health pandemics raged across the United States, revealing layers of privilege and disparity. Thousands of victims of the flu-like novel coronavirus overwhelmed hospitals and morgues in the space of a few weeks. The COVID-19 virus attacked the respiratory system, making it difficult and sometimes ultimately impossible for patients to breathe. In fact, shortness of breath “is one of the hallmark symptoms of COVID-19” (Fraley, 2020). Cable news stations kept Americans up to date with local and national cases and death counts throughout the day. And, while the COVID-19 pandemic was occupying the minds, fears and conversations of many Americans, another pandemic was raging. This second pandemic was not initially a trending topic on network or cable news stations. Unlike the new coronavirus, the virus behind the second pandemic, racism, is a chronic infection in the United States (Whitaker, 2018). To respond to “state-sanctioned violence and anti-Black racism” the Black Lives Matter movement was founded in 2013 (Black Lives Matter, nd). In a surreal coincidence, one of the #BlackLivesMatter slogans used to protest police violence is “I can’t breathe.”

Both pandemics have taken a disproportionate toll on African American communities. In these communities, the coronavirus functioned opportunistically, taking advantage of a legacy of inequality and leaving devastation in its wake. African Americans’ collective immunity has been compromised by lower incomes, riskier jobs, chronic diseases, more shared and crowded living conditions, and their general status as undervalued members of the larger society. The impact of the virus on African Americans has been described as both “extraordinary and disproportionate” (Brooks, 2020). The disparate impact of the coronavirus on their community left many African Americans shaken, but not surprised (Crewe, 2020). Death by racism disproportionately affects those in the African American community too. Nationally, police kill Black Americans at a rate that is nearly twice that for white Americans (Tate, Jenkins & Rich, 2020).

Both pandemics have been costly in terms of lives. Those whose lives were lost to the COVID-19 virus are being acknowledged and memorialized. As the death toll resulting from that pandemic climbed towards 100,000, the New York Times, on its front page, posted the names of one percent (1,000) of the people whose lives were lost. The headline described the loss as
“incalculable.” The subheading read, “. . . they were not simply names on a list. They were us” (New York Times, 2020).

The lives lost to the second pandemic mattered less. During the weeks of coronavirus “lockdown,” African Americans, through social media, viewed hours of attacks on unarmed Black people. They watched Ahmaud Arbery’s videotaped murder while he jogged; Breonna Taylor’s murder by the police as she slept in her home; and George Floyd’s murder as he begged for the ability to breathe on a Minneapolis street. In addition, viewers witnessed whiteness weaponized as a woman threatened to call police on a black birdwatcher, Christian Cooper. These attacks were not aberrations, but long-standing sources of pain and injustice in the Black community. From Michael Brown to Eric Garner to Sandra Bland to George Floyd, the names of murdered African Americans guilty of the crime of blackness fill the collective memories of the Black community. Their names, and those of countless others, were not widely acknowledged, but often vilified. For most Americans, the victims of the second pandemic were not generally “us,” but more frequently, “them.”

As COVID-19 wreaked havoc on Americans’ lives and livelihoods, there was a slow, but steady response to halt the spread of this potentially deadly infection. Workplaces and schools closed; and for some, both employment and education moved from public domains into private homes. Restaurants, gyms and retail businesses closed. Citizens were required to stay at home except for essential trips outdoors; plexiglass was installed in front of cashiers’ stands at the grocery stores; and dots on the floors of businesses marked six-foot distancing. There was also clear guidance on how individuals could protect themselves from contracting the virus. People were instructed to wash their hands frequently, to sanitize surfaces, to wear masks in public places, and to maintain a “social distance” of six feet between themselves and others. It was important to the nation that steps were taken to minimize the randomness of death that this virus wrought.

Despite the threat that unbridled, racist violence poses to Black lives, there has been no unified and collective national response to the second virus. There are no guidelines to keep potential victims safe. Generations of African American parents have engaged in “the talk” to keep their children safe during encounters with the police (Whitaker & Snell, 2016). However, CNN’s political commentator, Van Jones, described this preventative, but impotent, measure as akin to “sprinkling fairy dust” (CNN Replay, 2020). No amount of protective gear will keep Black people safe in a society that repeatedly sanctions their murder.

As the coronavirus and its sequelae—fear, anxiety and death—spread, the national community acknowledged and embraced its frontline heroes. The medical community was quickly overwhelmed by the onslaught of illness and a lack of capacity; yet many physicians, nurses and hospital staff put themselves and their families in harm’s way to keep their commitment to save lives. With regards to the second pandemic, largely, African Americans have been left to fight this virus alone, without the power, guidance or resolve of national leadership. Time after time, they take to the streets in protest; and rather than being lauded as social justice heroes, they are instead villainized and attacked for promoting violence. Preservation of property is repeatedly deemed more important than the preservation of their lives.
This time, however, as the pandemics converged, there was a difference. Following the murder of George Floyd by police officers, the streets around the country (and the world) filled with protestors of all races. Although one pandemic called for people to stay at home and be socially distant with each other, the other pandemic demanded that people come outside and march closely together in their anger and pain. One pandemic urged individual action and responsibility to quell its power; the other required collective action and accountability to end its reign of terror. However, both pandemics require changes in our daily behaviors and attitudes if we are to survive as a society. Maybe, just maybe, we will emerge from these pandemics with our collective ability to breathe, assured.
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EPILOGUE: THE WAY FORWARD
Sandra Edmonds Crewe, Dean and Professor

If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the side of the oppressor. If an elephant has its foot on the tail of a mouse and you say that you are neutral, the mouse will not appreciate your neutrality. Desmond Tutu

As we closed the 2020 academic year, our faculty agreed that our summer Black Perspective monograph would focus on COVID-19 pandemic and mental health in the African American community. Sadly, the death and infection rate has increased dramatically since our authors submitted their entries. Between May 2020 and August 2020, almost 100,000 additional lives in the United States were lost. And as of this writing, in many communities this number is still on the rise. This devastating continuous loss is an important imperative for this monograph. It leads the way forward and presents a culturally informed response to the deadly intersecting pandemics of health disparities, racism, and poverty.

Because the casualties of the pandemics are in our communities, in our families, and in our hearts, we pause to recognize the families, the individuals who are behind our numbers. Their lives matter, and we hope that this monograph helps to better understand the irreversible impact of their loss. Ashay.

The world is struggling to find a vaccine for the coronavirus. One might simplistically state that there is a “race for a cure.” Resources have been assembled to support the medical scientists in their quest. We are all rooting them on so that we can escape the confines of home, physical distancing, and barring visits to friends and loved ones. Our articles do not focus as much on the science associated with the vaccine, but more the absence of the same resourced effort to address the fallout from the pandemic and the deep seated causes that place African Americans, Latinx and other minorities in extreme vulnerability.

Despite the myriad of inconsistent messages, there has been one constant. African Americans are on the frontline of the pain of COVID-19. This does not diminish the grief and loss of other families who experienced losses of loved ones, financial stability, school, or more. They too are suffering. But the numbers, for African Americans are chilling. While not surprising, they trigger a myriad of emotions ranging from racism fatigue (Whitaker, 2016) to rage. Here is a disturbing data snapshot of the painful inequalities reported in terms of deaths by the APM Research Lab on August 18, 2020. The report (p.2) states:

that compared to Whites, the mortality rate for

- Blacks is 3.6 as high
- Indigenous people is 3.4 times as high
- Latinos is 3.2 times as high
- Pacific Islanders is 3.0 times as high, and
- Asians is 1.3 times as high.

If they had died of COVID-19 at the same actual rate as White Americans, about 19,500 Black, 8,400 Latino, 600 Indigenous, and 70 Pacific Islander Americans would still be alive.

Had the illusive equity and social justice been in place, almost 30,000 persons would be here to celebrate milestones and cherish memories. To address these disparities, we call for radical social justice that insists
that America own its history of neglect and abuse of African Americans and other at-risk minority groups. The Black Perspective provides a framework for resistance of the status quo and embracing practice that engages the disenfranchised and marginalized groups into solutions that demonstrate authentic trust. It rejects approaches that blame or patronize individuals who are being hurt by systems that are more focused on control than elevation of individuals and families served. Radical social justice in combination with the Black Perspective calls for disruptive leadership and in the words of the late Congressman John Lewis, making good trouble, necessary trouble.

Like other scholars, the contributors discuss social determinants, inequities, co-morbidities, racial inequality, poverty, economic insecurity, risk factors and other terms that cover the raw emotions of the tragedy that we have written about. Reading through each one and sitting with the discomfort is unsettling to say the least. Here are some of the words that authors use in their narratives.


These words convey the strong emotions that are embedded in the authors’ scholarship. Additionally, the feelings are captured by the art “overcoming” by Shanell Kitt and “Say Their Names and Black is Beautiful” by Ms. Layanne Abu-Bader. Dr. Kadie Atkinson, a May 2020 Ph.D. graduates states, “The issue is not that it cannot be done, it is whether there is a sincere will for it to be done.” And a seasoned scholar-activist, Dr. Annie Brown states “A time of crisis reveals the character of people, organizations, and nations. And that character has consequences for how an entity perceives and responds to the crisis.” Despite their approximate 50-year age difference, their sentiments are the same--- both say that the way forward is related to will that is determined by character.

Consistent with the principles of the Black Perspective, each of the authors has offered some specific recommendations that will help to navigate the troubled waters and perhaps build a bridge that will lead to an end to the underlying conditions that have claimed the lives of over 170,000 American lives and over 13,000 South Africans through August 2020.

The impact of COVID-19 on the mental health and well-being of African Americans has been discussed from both a life course and programmatic lens. Authors have discussed the impact on children and adolescents as well as adults and older adults. Throughout the articles there are implications for practice and advocacy that will shape a better world. Our authors from the University of the Western Cape join in the important processing of what we are experiencing.

I am ending with some of the recommendations that can be incorporated in our teaching and social work practice.

- Use our voice to provide tangible supports to families
- Explore the Trauma Resiliency Model (TRM) as a therapeutic intervention
- Expand behavioral health workforce trained with cultural intelligence
- Expand access to technology for telemedicine in marginalized communities
- Incorporate trauma-informed practices into existing service systems
- Avoid simplistic explanations to complicated phenomena
- Facilitate wellness and well-being during the pandemic period
• Refute the false perceptions that COVID-19 is an equal opportunity disease
• Form coalitions with other affected and infected minority groups to ensure reliable messages
• Be willing to explore diagnoses beyond the classification of diseases via DSM
• Make sure that social justice conversations do not remain stagnant—they should become action item agendas
• Avoid one-size-fits-all approaches to grief and loss
• Challenge policies that prevent nursing home visits—foster ways to connect
• Find ways to address the technological disparities in juvenile justice system
• Integrate faith practices in the healing process
• Expand the human-animal bond in addressing mental health challenges
• Expand dialogues with allies to change behaviors and attitudes
• Rebuild the social fabric of our country, then rebuild the neglected mental health system
• Challenge governmental policies that masquerade as the bastion of democracy
• Begin again on a new change—to promote social justice that builds upon historical milestones
• Call their names
• Say Enough is enough

These recommendations emerge from the pain of the pandemic coupled with an appreciation of what has gone wrong and the possibility of doing better. In their opening essay, Dr. Gourdine and Dr. Cross remind us that “we do not intend to just talk as our history dictates that we will also act—in the best interest of our communities.” It is hoped that the monograph and these recommendations stimulate such action—someone’s life may depend upon it.

*When you see something that is not right, not fair, not just, you have to speak up. You have to say something; you have to do something.*

*John Lewis*

*The master's tools will never dismantle the master's house.*

*Audre Lorde*
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The Black Perspective: Our Guiding Philosophy

The core values reflect the Black Perspective, the guiding philosophy of the School of Social Work. The Black Perspective has been a part of the inception of the school and later evolved to include a focus on health and well-being and socio-cultural dynamics to be addressed in practice. The formalization of the Black Perspective occurred in the 1970s. It reaffirms the richness, productivity and vigor of the lives of African Americans, Africans, and people of color and marginalized and oppressed people in other parts of the world and emphasizes the delineation of ways in which the strengths of African Americans can be used to respond to oppressive and discriminatory systems. Additionally, the Black Perspective calls for sensitivity to the experiences of all oppressed and underserved groups and embraces an international dimension with special emphasis on Africa and Caribbean. Thus, while our students are uniquely prepared to engage and work with diverse Black populations, they are equally readied to work with all other populations, particularly those that have experienced oppression and discrimination.

Six Principles of the Black Perspective

Affirmation-The Black Perspective is an affirming and profoundly liberating stance at both the individual and collective levels. It celebrates the richness, productivity and vigor of the lives of African Americans and Blacks in the U.S. and in other parts of the world. The School of Social Work is committed to imbuing social work practice and theory with this Perspective. This mission means a commitment on our part to use increasing levels of scholastic productivity and rigor, teaching effectiveness, and social work practice competence as tools to advance the contemporary Black agenda, as well as a commitment to public services, a service arena of importance to the Black community.

Strengths-Precisely because the Black Perspective is first of all an affirmation of strength, it insists on delineating ways in which that strength can be used to respond to the continuing oppression of Black people. The search for the causes, consequences and elimination of oppression is inherent in all areas of social work practice, research, and education.

Diversity-The Black Perspective is distinctive but not monolithic. Simplistic, global characterizations of Black individuals, families, groups and communities are intolerable. It is equally unacceptable to overlook the genuine cultural, economic, political and social bonds of distinctiveness that do exist. Producing social work practitioners, researchers and educators who are faithful both to the commonalities of interest and experience and to the rich and complex diversities within the Black population is a demanding educational task. Knowledge of commonalities and diversities is continually expanding. Keeping abreast of that knowledge, contributing to it, and shaping social work practice to it are prime elements of our mission.
Vivification - The Black Perspective is a positive and vivifying stance, not a negative or exclusionary one. This means that the School of Social Work has a special mission to educate Black social work practitioners, researchers and educators while at the same time providing quality professional education to all students regardless of race, creed, sex or national origin. The School's curriculum gives primacy to Black content and, in fact, the School is a national leader in the development of social work curriculum materials that are responsive to the Black population. At the same time, the curriculum provides all of our students with a broadly-based professional preparation which gives them career flexibility and the skills to work with the diverse elements of modern American society.

Social Justice - The Black Perspective means a special sensitivity to the experiences of all oppressed and underserved groups in American society. There is no contradiction between giving primacy to the Black experience and being responsive to the perspectives and experiences of other groups who have been subjected to oppressive forces. Howard University's heritage as a leader in the struggle for social justice places the School of Social Work in a uniquely advantageous position to work with all groups seeking equality and freedom from oppression.

Internationalization - An international dimension with a special emphasis on Africa and the Caribbean area is intrinsic to the School's Black Perspective. The School of Social Work has a mission to educate international students for positions of direct social work practice and leadership roles in social welfare administration and policy in their home countries. A second aspect of the international dimension is our School's commitment to developing that area of social work practice dealing with refugees and other displaced populations -- both those individuals displaced within their own countries and those displaced across national borders. A final aspect of the international dimension is the School's desire to foster in its graduates a sense of involvement and commitment to other parts of the world as an element of their professional identity. This is especially important for those areas where issues of social justice and social welfare for people of color are crucial.

https://socialwork.howard.edu/about-us
Say Their NAMES

BLACK IS BEAUTIFUL

Art work by Layanne Abu-Bader